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Abstract 

Radiation therapy treatment techniques have become more complex to offer optimal tumour control while 

preserving patient quality of life by avoiding damage to healthy tissue. This increased complexity requires 

more thorough quality assurance (QA). External beam radiation therapy has seen an increase of QA of 

individual patients’ treatments for complex deliveries. This is known as patient specific quality assurance. 

High dose rate (HDR) brachytherapy treatments have become more complex, but patient specific QA has 

not been adopted. One reason for this is the lack of inexpensive, simple to use, accurate, and complete 

dosimeters for brachytherapy. Radiochromic gel dosimeters with optical computed tomography (CT) 

readout would provide such a dosimeter, but the insertion of brachytherapy catheters into the gel cause 

streak artifacts in the reconstructed dose distributions, ruining the dosimeter’s accuracy. 

 The objective of this work was to investigate the feasibility of using radiochromic gel dosimeters 

for HDR brachytherapy dosimetry. This work focused on the initial step for making radiochromic gel 

dosimeters compatible with brachytherapy irradiations: the removal of the streak artifacts in the 

reconstructed dose distributions. 

First the cause of the artifacts was investigated. It was found that photon starvation caused the 

streak artifacts present when using the standard Feldkamp-Davis-Kress (FDK) reconstruction algorithm. 

This work then investigated using the Ordered Subsets Convex algorithm with Total Variation 

minimization regularization (OSC-TV) instead of the FDK algorithm to suppress the artifacts. Three 

variants of the OSC-TV algorithm were also developed. These variants introduced reconstructing using 

flood field images (OSC-TVFF), rejecting data from rays that passed through the catheters (OSC-TV
RR

), or 

both (OSC-TVFF
RR). Using controlled external beam irradiations, the OSC-TV and OSC-TV

RR
 algorithms 

were both found to remove the streak artifacts. 

 The OSC-TV and OSC-TV
RR

 algorithms were then used for a set of HDR brachytherapy 

dosimetry experiments. Both the OSC-TV and OSC-TV
RR

 algorithms produced artifact free dose 

distributions of gels with a single catheter inserted. The OSC-TV
RR

 algorithm also removed artifacts from 
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gels with multiple catheters. Therefore it was concluded that the OSC-TV
RR

 algorithm could be used with 

radiochromic gels to provide a feasible method for patient specific HDR brachytherapy dosimetry. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

The techniques used to treat cancer are constantly being improved and as a result, are becoming 

more complex. This could not be truer for radiation therapy. The majority of radiation therapy 

uses radiation that is delivered from outside of the patient’s body, so called external beam 

radiation therapy (EBRT). Advancements in computerized treatment planning systems, image-

guidance, beam shaping, and precision robotic control have led to the development of 

sophisticated EBRT techniques. These techniques are able to deliver radiation doses that are 

highly conformal to the target area prescribed to be treated. By delivering highly conformal 

treatments, the dose delivered to the prescribed area is maximized, while the dose given to 

healthy tissues is minimized. This in turn leads to better treatment outcomes for cancer patients 

with less side-effects and a greater quality of life post-treatment. 

 However, more complex EBRT treatments are a double-edged sword. With more 

complex and conformal treatments, the negative effects of errors occurring during the treatment 

are much greater. Therefore thorough quality assurance (QA) procedures must be in place to 

ensure that the treatments given to patients are being delivered as planned within set tolerances. 

For radiation therapy clinics, this QA process includes a variety of procedures performed on a 

daily, weekly, monthly, or yearly basis to ensure that the EBRT units themselves are operating 

correctly. Beyond the QA for the EBRT units, QA for each patient’s treatment plan is also 

performed. A patient’s treatment plan describes how the patient will be positioned during their 

treatment and how and where the EBRT unit will deliver the radiation. From the treatment plan, 

physical models can be used to predict the expected dose the patient will receive. A patient’s 

treatment plan will always receive a QA check within the computerized treatment planning 
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system used to generate it. For the most complex treatments a more thorough QA procedure is 

typically used in which each patient’s planned treatment is delivered without the patient present 

and the distribution of the delivered radiation dose is measured. These measurements are then 

compared to expected values from the treatment planning system and analyzed to ensure the 

treatment will be delivered to the patient correctly. The process of individually measuring each 

patient’s treatment plan is known as patient specific QA and has now become commonplace as 

the complexity of EBRT treatment plans only increases. 

 Beyond EBRT, radiation therapy is also delivered internally by inserting radioactive 

sources within a patient’s body. This technique, known as brachytherapy, is especially beneficial 

for treating cancers that are found deep inside the body. By using brachytherapy, the radiation 

dose is delivered more directly to the tumour instead of being directed through and damaging 

healthy tissue, as in EBRT. Similarly to the ongoing advancements in EBRT, the complexity of 

brachytherapy treatments has increased significantly. Brachytherapy treatments now routinely 

feature image-guidance and treatment planning systems to predict the dose distribution within the 

patient, and precision robotic positioning of radioactive sources within the patient according to 

the treatment plan through the use of afterloader units. Despite this similar increase in 

complexity, the QA procedures for brachytherapy lag behind those of EBRT, especially with 

patient specific QA in brachytherapy not being performed. 

 One reason for this lack of patient specific QA in brachytherapy is the limited 

measurement tools, or dosimeters, available for measuring the distribution of dose for a 

brachytherapy treatment. For patient specific brachytherapy QA to be possible, dosimeters must 

be developed that offer accurate and high-resolution measurements, are easy and inexpensive to 

use, and ideally provide measurements in three dimensions. Radiochromic gel dosimeters could 

possibly fit this description and provide a valuable tool for patient specific QA for brachytherapy. 
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Currently, inaccuracies known as artifacts in the measurements provided by radiochromic gels 

used for brachytherapy QA are the first hurdle to overcome, motivating the work in this thesis. 

1.2 Background 

Gel dosimeters are made of water and a gel-forming matrix with radiation-sensitive active 

ingredients suspended within the gel matrix [Schreiner et al., 2009]. Depending on the active 

ingredients used within a gel, the measured dose at each point in the gel can be read-out using 

techniques such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [Gore et al., 1984], x-ray computed 

tomography (CT) [Trapp et al., 2001], or optical CT [Kelly et al., 1998]. Optical CT offers a fast, 

inexpensive, and accessible read-out method for radiation therapy clinics and is coupled with 

radiochromic gel dosimeters. The radiation-sensitive active ingredients within radiochromic gels 

cause the gel to become darker to optical light when exposed to a radiation dose. The higher dose 

the gel receives, the darker it becomes. If this change in the darkness, known as the optical 

attenuation, of the gel is measured, it can then be accurately related to dose [Kelly et al., 1998]. 

Optical CT scanners are then used to measure the optical attenuation at each point within the gel. 

These scanners image a gel with a light source and camera at multiple projection angles, both 

before and after the gel is irradiated. CT reconstruction algorithms are then used to transform the 

images of the gel into a 3D data set made up of cubes, or voxels, each with an individual change 

of optical attenuation value. Through this method, the dose at each voxel can be found and 

analyzed. 

 Radiochromic gels are inexpensive and easy to prepare compared to other dosimeters 

[Babic et al., 2009]. They are beginning to become commercially available and are used in some 

clinics to perform EBRT QA measurements. Radiochromic gels offer a true 3D view of the 

expected distribution of the radiation dose within a patient, whereas typically clinics would use 

2D detectors at multiple angles to approximate a 3D measurement [Schreiner, 2011]. 
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 Radiochromic gels have not yet been used for brachytherapy treatment QA. The primary 

reason for this is related to how brachytherapy treatments are delivered. Brachytherapy is split 

into two primary techniques. Low dose rate (LDR) brachytherapy features the implantation of 

small radioactive sources, called seeds, within a patient. These seeds produce radiation very 

slowly through radioactive decay. This speed of radiation production, or the dose rate, is 

dependent on the half-life of the radio-isotope used within the seed. LDR brachytherapy seeds are 

left within the patient, allowing the dose to be slowly and constantly be delivered. 

High dose rate (HDR) brachytherapy features sources with radio-isotopes with very fast 

radioactive decay, such as the commonly used Iridium-192 isotope. Since HDR sources deliver 

radiation much more quickly than LDR sources, the HDR sources are not implanted within a 

patient’s body, but rather briefly inserted inside tissue either by travelling through inserted 

catheters or within a body cavity with a specific applicator. This process was traditionally done 

manually with limited guidance. Advances in HDR techniques has allowed for ultrasound and 

x-ray CT guidance, such that the position of inserted catheters can be known and accurately 

located in 3D space with respect to patient anatomy. With this information, medical staff or 

computer algorithms can decide where and for how long the HDR source should stop, or dwell, to 

optimally deliver radiation to the target area. Therefore the patient’s treatment plan consists of the 

dwell positions and times along each catheter. The catheters can then be connected to an HDR 

afterloader that robotically moves the HDR source down each catheter while accurately stopping 

at each dwell position. The afterloader not only allows for very precise treatments, but also for the 

treatment to be given to the patient without medical staff present, providing radiation protection 

for the staff. 

 Conducting HDR brachytherapy QA with radiochromic gels faces the challenge of 

having catheters inserted into the gel. The catheters are highly attenuating objects, so they cause 

errors in the reconstructed 3D dose measurements, known as streak artifacts [Palmer et al., 
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2013a]. The streak artifacts cause the results from brachytherapy radiochromic gel dosimetry to 

have a high uncertainty, causing radiochromic gels to have been disqualified thus far from being 

used for brachytherapy dosimetry. 

1.3 Objectives 

The objective of this thesis was to provide an investigation into the feasibility of using 

radiochromic gel dosimeters for HDR brachytherapy dosimetry. The primary focus of this thesis 

was to therefore remove the streak artifacts caused by catheters from the reconstructed dose 

distributions of radiochromic gel dosimeters. By doing so, radiochromic gel dosimeters would be 

able to provide accurate dosimetry measurements for HDR brachytherapy irradiations, providing 

a possible technique for patient specific QA. 

 Firstly, this thesis sought to remove the streak artifacts by characterizing their effect and 

investigating their cause. Based on this investigation, it was hypothesized that using an iterative 

algebraic reconstruction algorithm for the dose distribution reconstruction instead of the standard 

filtered back projection algorithm would remove the artifacts. In particular the Ordered Subsets 

Convex algorithm with Total Variation minimization regularization (OSC-TV) was chosen, based 

on previous work in the field [Dekker et al., 2017; Matenine et al., 2015b]. 

 This thesis tested this hypothesis by determining the parameters to use with the OSC-TV 

algorithm for artifact removal. Once optimized, the OSC-TV algorithm was tested by 

reconstructing a variety of dose distributions irradiated to various doses and with different 

catheter geometries present to thoroughly test its capabilities. 

 Beyond evaluating the standard OSC-TV algorithm, it was also hypothesized that three 

variants of the OSC-TV algorithm could provide similar or improved artifact reduction compared 

to the standard OSC-TV algorithm. This work also determined the parameters for these variants 

of the OSC-TV algorithm and evaluated their performance. 
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 The last objective of this thesis was to apply any algorithms that offered artifact removal 

to develop a reliable method for HDR brachytherapy dosimetry. This would include developing 

methods for the insertion of catheters into radiochromic gels, imaging the gels with x-ray CT to 

plan HDR irradiations, and delivering HDR irradiations to the gels with an HDR afterloader 

equipped with an Iridium-192 source. The dose distributions of these gels would then be 

reconstructed with the artifact removing reconstruction algorithms and the validity of the method 

assessed. 

1.4 Organization of Thesis 

This thesis is divided into six chapters. The first, which this section completes, provides the 

motivation, background, and objectives of this thesis. This provides the reader with the general 

direction of this work. 

 Chapter 2 provides a review of the literature of the three fields that all intersect within 

this thesis. First, the field of computed tomography will be reviewed. A brief history and 

description of the types of CT scanners developed will be given, along with a focus on the types 

of artifacts created during the reconstruction process and their cause. Second, gel dosimetry will 

be reviewed. Other types of dosimeters will be briefly reviewed to provide context for the deeper 

discussion on gel dosimetry, especially gel dosimetry with optical CT read-out and the 

reconstruction algorithms used. Third, current dosimetry techniques used in HDR brachytherapy 

will be reviewed, especially work using gel and other 3D dosimeters. 

 Chapter 3 provides the theory behind the physics and mathematics of computed 

tomography. First, the physical model of photon attenuation used by reconstruction algorithms 

will be covered, followed by the reconstruction algorithms themselves. Filtered back projection 

algorithms and a series of iterative algebraic reconstruction algorithms are discussed, ending with 

the theory behind the OSC-TV algorithm used in this work. 
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 With the foundation of this work provided by Chapters 2 and 3, Chapter 4 outlines the 

experimental methods used. This includes descriptions of the implementation of the 

reconstruction algorithms developed and evaluated, the preparation of radiochromic gels, and the 

irradiation techniques used. In particular, the experimental design to provide control gels and 

expected values for comparison for each experiment in the work is provided. 

 The results from the experimental methods of Chapter 4 are given in Chapter 5. First, the 

streak artifacts are presented, characterized, and their cause investigated. Next, results are given 

of the determined reconstruction parameters for the four iterative algebraic algorithms. The 

results of evaluating the artifact suppression capabilities of each algorithm for the controlled 

external beam experiments are then presented, followed by conclusions on acceptable algorithms 

for use in HDR brachytherapy. Lastly, the results of using the acceptable algorithms for use with 

HDR irradiations are presented, along with conclusions on the validity of using radiochromic gels 

with the tested algorithms for HDR brachytherapy. 

 Chapter 6 summarizes and offers final conclusions on the results presented in Chapter 5. 

Following this, suggestions for future work are given. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

This chapter will review the literature of the three topics incorporated by this thesis: computed 

tomography (CT), gel dosimetry, and high dose rate (HDR) brachytherapy three dimensional 

(3D) dosimetry. Computed tomography and the accompanying reconstruction algorithms will be 

reviewed here in terms of their practical capabilities. A fuller physical and mathematic foundation 

for these areas will be provided in Chapter 3. 

2.1 Computed Tomography 

Tomography is defined as the imaging through an object in slices (from the Greek word tomos 

meaning slice). Tomographic slices of an object provide images of the interior of the object 

without directly opening, cutting, or destroying it. This imaging is typically performed by using a 

penetrating beam that is attenuated as it passes through the object. The beam is imaged after it 

exits the object, providing a projection image of the object. By combining multiple projection 

images taken at various angles around the object, tomographic slices can be recovered or 

reconstructed. 

2.1.1 Development of X-ray Computed Tomography 

The most prevalent application of tomography is x-ray computed tomography for medical 

imaging. The foundations of x-ray CT began with Wilhelm Röntgen in 1895 with the discovery 

of x-rays [Röntgen, 1896]. Röntgen used x-rays to acquire planar projections of interior anatomy. 

Such projection images were and are still useful for some medical imaging applications, but they 

do not provide the internal detail possible with tomographic imaging. This is due the fact that 

projection images are made up of the entire volume of patient anatomy projected onto a single 

plane, effectively blurring together the internal details in the direction of the projection. 
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 A reconstruction process is needed to recover a tomographic slice from within a patient. 

The first method to do so was conventional tomosynthesis pioneered by Ziedes des Plantes in 

1932 [Ziedes des Plantes, 1932]. In conventional tomosynthesis, the slice of the patient being 

imaged is placed at the centre of an arc that an x-ray source travels along. A film is then moved in 

the opposite arc and direction from the x-ray source, resulting in an exposure where the 

anatomical features within the slice are accentuated and features above and below the slice are 

blurred out. After the exposure is complete the resulting film represents a tomographic slice of the 

patient. The modern equivalent of this technique is digital tomosynthesis which uses digital x-ray 

detectors and computerized reconstruction algorithms to image specific slices of patient anatomy 

[Dobbins et al., 2003]. 

 While tomosynthesis provides imaging of specific slices of patients, some medical 

imaging applications benefit from being able to image multiple contiguous slices through a 

volume of a patient’s anatomy. This type of tomography is called x-ray computed tomography. 

The first commercial x-ray CT scanners were introduce in 1972 by Godfrey Hounsfield, with 

reconstruction algorithm work completed by Allan MacLeod Cormack [Pan et al., 2008]. This 

first scanner used a pencil beam x-ray source and detector that rotated fully around the patient, 

acquiring tomographic projections along lines at each angle by translating the pencil beam across 

the patient. A computerized reconstruction algorithm used these projections to reconstruct a 

tomographic slice of x-ray attenuation values (𝜇) which represented the patient’s anatomy (see 

Chapter 3 for further details on the reconstruction process). The patient was translated through the 

scanner to image multiple slices. 

 The rotation and translation of the x-ray source in the first CT scanner is known as the 1
st
 

generation CT scanner geometry (Figure 2.1). During the 1970s scan times were decreased 

through the development of 2
nd

, 3
rd

 and 4
th
 generation scanners with fan-beams of x-rays that 

required less or no source translation [Edelheit et al., 1977; Pan et al., 2008] (Figure 2.1).  The 
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speed of slice reconstruction was also decreased through the development of faster computer 

hardware and reconstruction algorithms. 

 In the late 1990s and early 2000s CT scanners with multiple rows of detectors that could 

image multiple slices simultaneously were developed and commercialized [Corrigan et al., 1999; 

McCollough et al., 1999]. By acquiring multiple slices simultaneously, scan times were lowered 

Figure 2.1: CT scanner geometries. The x-ray source is represented as a triangle, with 

the detectors shown as squares. The 1
st
 generation had a scanning pencil-beam, the 

2
nd

 generation had a scanning fan-beam, the 3
rd

 generation features only rotation of a 

wide fan-beam, and lastly, cone-beam CT features imaging multiple slices 

simultaneously. The 4
th
 generation is not shown, but features a stationary ring of 

detectors with a rotating fan-beam source. 
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further with current CT scan speeds measured in seconds instead of previous scan times of 

minutes or hours. If the idea of a multiple slice CT scanner is taken further, a flat-panel detector 

could be used to capture tomographic projections from a cone-beam source. This scanner 

geometry, known as cone-beam CT (CBCT), allows for x-ray CT imaging without translation of 

the patient. Acquiring the images without translating the patient makes CBCT especially useful 

for image-guided radiation therapy (IGRT) when integrated into treatment units [Jaffray et al., 

1997] and for CT imaging during surgery [Siewerdsen et al., 2005]. 

2.1.2  Image Artifacts 

At the foundation of the reconstruction algorithms used in CT is a physical model of how the 

beam being transmitted is attenuated. As described in Sect. 3.1, this model is most commonly the 

Beer-Lambert law of exponential attenuation which assumes no noise within the detector, no 

scattering of photons away from the primary beam path to other detectors, and a monochromatic 

beam of photons (all photons at the same energy). Unfortunately these conditions are not 

achieved in practice, resulting in projection data that deviates from the physical model being used 

during reconstruction. When deviations between the projection data and physical model occur, 

artifacts such as blurs, streaks, cupping, and noise can appear in the reconstructed data sets. 

Considerable research in image artifact reduction exists within the field of x-ray CT, 

though not all of this research is relevant to optical CT and this thesis. In particular, optical CT is 

performed with a monochromatic light source and with non-living samples, so the effects of beam 

hardening and patient motion do not need to be considered as they are in x-ray CT. For more 

details on these effects on CT, the reader is referred to the following references [Barrett et al., 

2004; Boas et al., 2012]. The sources of artifacts relevant to optical CT that will be reviewed here 

are noise, scatter, and photon starvation. 
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2.1.2.1 Artifacts Resulting from Noise 

When the number of photons is counted by the detector in a CT scanner, there is always some 

uncertainty due to noise. This noise comes from the electronics of the scanners and the quantum 

nature of photon detection. The ratio of the number of photons (the signal) and the noise is known 

as the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). If the SNR is too low, the uncertainty from the noise is large 

compared to the amount of signal and leads to a grainy reconstructed image data set [Boas et al., 

2012]. 

To decrease the effect of noise, the SNR is either raised during imaging or noise 

reduction techniques can be employed during reconstruction. To raise the SNR, the number of 

photons reaching each detector element must be increased. This can be achieved by raising the 

photon output from the source, increasing the imaging time for each detector element, or 

increasing the detector element size. However, each of these techniques to raise the SNR has an 

associated cost. Increasing the photon output results in higher radiation doses to patients in x-ray 

CT, increasing the imaging time can lead to impractically long scan times, and increasing the 

detector pixel size results in lower voxel resolution during reconstruction [Boas et al., 2012]. 

To avoid these costs of raising the SNR, noise reduction techniques can be used during 

reconstruction. For filtered back projection reconstructions, noise reduction is achieved by 

filtering high frequency components in the Fourier transform of the projection data [Kak et al., 

1988] (see Sect. 3.2.2 for full description). Superior noise reduction is also possible with iterative 

algebraic reconstruction algorithms by incorporating a noise minimization scheme into the 

algorithms’ optimization calculations, such as total variation minimization (see Sect. 3.4) [Sidky 

et al., 2009]. These noise reduction techniques are well established in x-ray CT and have allowed 

for dose and scan time reductions [ Padole et al., 2015; Sidky et al., 2009; Willemink et al., 

2013]. 
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2.1.2.2 Artifacts Resulting from Scatter 

Photons are attenuated through a variety of interactions, including scattering interactions which 

may redirect the photons from their initial straight path from source to detector element. For 

pencil beam scanners, this scattering has little effect, but for fan and cone-beam scanner 

geometries, a scattered photon may end up being counted by a detector element adjacent to the 

element the photon was initially traveling towards (Figure 2.2). This leads to higher detector 

counts than expected by the physical model used by reconstruction algorithms, resulting in 

incorrect, lower 𝜇 values in the reconstructed data set [Barrett et al., 2004]. When imaging a 

uniform circular object, the detector counts are disproportionally higher for detectors aligned near 

the centre of the object, result in a characteristic “cupping” artifact during reconstruction 

[Siewerdsen et al., 2001]. In x-ray CT, beam hardening associated with polychromatic photon 

beams produces a similar effect, exacerbating the artifact [Barrett et al., 2004]. 

 The cupping artifacts produced by scatter forces x-ray CBCT to be used only in 

qualitative imaging applications. For optical CBCT imaging of radiochromic gels where 

quantitative analysis is required, the amount of scattering a gel produces must be kept low to 

avoid the cupping artifact [Olding et al., 2010]. 

2.1.2.3 Artifacts Resulting from Photon Starvation 

When imaging patients or samples containing highly attenuating objects, rays that pass through 

these objects may be fully or near fully attenuated. This results in very low photon counts at the 

detector, called photon starvation. Photon starvation does not directly cause artifacts during 

reconstruction, but it increases the effect of noise and scattering due to the low signal level at the 

detector [Barrett et al., 2004; Boas et al., 2012; Mori et al., 2013]. Reconstruction artifacts from 

photon starvation consist of streaks radiating from the high attenuation objects (such as a metal 

implant in a patient or catheter within a radiochromic gel). When multiple high attenuation 
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objects are present, the effect of photon starvation is even more exaggerated, with heavier streaks 

connecting the objects as well [Boas et al., 2012]. 

In order to suppress these artifacts in x-ray CT, modified filtered back projection 

reconstruction algorithms have been developed that correct the original projection data to remove 

low photon counts [Boas et al., 2011; Mori et al., 2013]. Such techniques have been implemented 

for clinical systems, such as the orthopedic metal artifact reduction (O-MAR) tool developed by 

Philips Medical Systems  (Cleveland, OH) [Li et al., 2015]. Iterative algebraic reconstruction 

algorithms have also been shown to remove the streak artifacts, however their long computation 

times are prohibitive to their use in clinical settings [Wang et al., 1996; Wellenberg et al., 2017].  

2.2 Gel Dosimetry 

The primary motivation of developing improved CT reconstruction algorithms with respect to this 

thesis is for its use with optical CT and radiochromic gels. Before reviewing the literature of use 

of reconstruction algorithms for optical CT read-out of radiochromic gels, it is important to 

briefly introduce radiation dosimetry and the role gel dosimetry holds within it. 

 

Figure 2.2: Illustration of the effect of scatter in a CT scanner. The 

deviation of photons into other detector elements is not present in pencil-

beam scanners, but can occur in fan and cone-beam scanners. 
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2.2.1 Radiation Dosimetry 

Radiation dosimetry within radiation therapy is the measurement of the absorbed dose, measured 

in units of Gray (Gy), where 1Gy = 1J/kg. Radiation dosimetry is critical for radiation therapy 

treatment validation, since it provides a ground truth measurement of the delivered dose and 

location to which expected values can be compared against. Detectors that perform dosimetry 

measurements are called dosimeters. A variety of dosimeters exist, each with unique 

characteristics such as sensitivity, spatial resolution, tissue/water equivalence, cost, and ease of 

use. Tissue/water equivalence is required for dosimeters, since they are used to measure dose that 

will delivered to patients. In order for a dosimeter to absorb the equivalent dose as tissue, the 

dosimeter’s effective atomic number (𝑍𝑒𝑓𝑓), mass energy absorption coefficient, and stopping 

power must all be near to those of tissue. The equivalence of these parameters ensures that the 

interactions of dose depositing photons and charged particles with the dosimeter will be 

equivalent to tissue, resulting in equal dose absorption. Dosimeters also differ in terms of the 

dimensionality of their measurements such as 0D (point), 1D (line), 2D (plane), or 3D (volume) 

dosimeters. Comprehensive reviews of many types of dosimeters and analysis of their 

characteristics can be found in the American Association of Physicists in Medicine’s (AAPM) 

Clinical Dosimetry Measurements in Radiotherapy monograph [AAPM, 2009], while gel 

dosimeters will be reviewed here. 

2.2.2 Development of Gel Dosimeters 

Gel dosimeters are high resolution, tissue/water equivalent 3D dosimeters and are particularly 

well suited for providing complete validation of patient-specific treatment plans because of the 

3D dose distributions they can produce. Gel dosimeters consist of an active ingredient suspended 

within a gel-forming matrix. The active ingredients do not react directly to radiation dose, but 

rather to highly reactive H and OH free radicals (atoms/molecules with an unpaired valence 

electron) that are produced when water is exposed to radiation, a process known as radiolysis 
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[Schreiner et al., 2009]. The active ingredients produce a physical change within the gel that can 

then be probed using various read-out techniques and then calibrated to give dose measurements. 

 The first gel dosimeters were read-out using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) with 

ferrous sulphate (Fricke) as the active ingredient [Gore et al., 1984]. In Fricke gels, Fe
2+

 ions are 

converted to Fe
3+

 ions by the produced free radicals, producing a change in the MR signal. The Fe 

ions can diffuse quickly, however, resulting in a loss of spatial stability [Harris et al., 1996]. 

Polymer-based gels use the polymerization of monomers due to free radicals and can also be 

read-out using MRI [Maryanski et al., 1993] as well as with x-ray CT [Trapp et al., 2001]. 

Polymer gels are largely free of the diffusion effects found in Fricke gels, but the difficulty in 

their production and the high cost and low accessibility of the required x-ray CT and MRI 

scanners limit their clinical use. 

2.2.3 Optical Computed Tomography Readout 

Optical CT read-out offers a solution to scanner cost and accessibility, as dedicated gel optical CT 

scanners can be produced relatively inexpensively. Optical CT read-out is paired with 

radiochromic gel dosimeters (gels that change colour when irradiated). In particular, optical CT 

measures the gels’ change in optical attenuation (Δ𝜇) before and after irradiation to determine 

dose. Fricke gels were converted into radiochromic dosimeters by adding xylenol orange, which 

binds tightly to Fe
3+

 ions, producing a dose dependent change in optical attenuation, though 

diffusion effects still remain [Kelly et al., 1998]. Polymer gels become more scattering when 

irradiated, and so they can also be probed optically [Maryanski et al., 1996]. However, increased 

scatter and possible changes in refractive index after irradiation can cause perturbation of the dose 

read-out, complicating dosimetry with polymer gels [Campbell et al., 2014]. Leuco crystal violet 

(LCV) micelle gels are an alternative to Fricke and polymer gels that are based upon a LCV dye 

being bound within molecular capsules called micelles [Babic et al., 2009]. The dye then reacts 

with the free radicals produced during irradiation, which creates a change in optical attenuation. 
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LCV gels are simple to produce, have low scattering properties, and have high spatial stability, 

making them a reliable option for radiochromic gel dosimetry [Babic et al., 2009]. There are also 

3D radiochromic dosimeters that are not based on a gelatin matrix, but rather plastics (such as 

PRESAGE®) [Guo et al., 2006] or silicone [Høye et al., 2015]. These dosimeters are 

advantageous to use due to their robustness and, in some cases, deformability, but they are more 

difficult and expensive to produce as compared to radiochromic gels. 

 To read-out radiochromic gels, initially pencil beam scanning laser optical CT systems 

were developed, but eventually less complex and inexpensive cone-beam scanners were 

developed [Wolodzko et al., 1999] and made available commercially for external beam radiation 

therapy 3D dosimetry. The Vista 15 Scanner used in this work (Modus Medical Devices Inc., 

London, ON) consists of reverse cone-beam geometry in which a diffuse light source takes the 

position of the detector in a typical CT scanner, while the camera takes the usual position of the 

source, as shown in Figure 2.3. At a given point on the diffuse light source, rays are produced that 

propagate in all directions. At the detector, however, only the rays that passes through the focal 

point of the camera should be allowed to hit the camera detector to maintain a cone-beam 

geometry [Wolodzko et al., 1999]. Therefore, an aperture is used to block rays not adhering to the 

cone-beam geometry, as shown in Figure 2.3. Furthermore, gels are placed within a bath of liquid 

with an index of refraction matched to that of the gels. This limits the amount of ray refraction 

and related reconstruction artifacts that occur [Oldham et al., 2006]. The high refractive index of 

the gel jars cannot also be matched, but the effect of this refraction index mismatch on the 

reconstruction results is limited to near the jar walls. 

2.2.4 Reconstruction Algorithms in Optical Computed Tomography 

Most research and commercial optical CT scanners use standard filtered back projection 

reconstruction algorithms originally developed for x-ray CT, such as the Feldkemp-Davis-Kress 
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(FDK) algorithm for CBCT systems [Feldkamp et al., 1984]. X-ray CT algorithms are 

implemented to reconstruct attenuation (𝜇) values from projection data, 𝐼, and an initial source  

intensity, 𝐼0 (refer to Sect. 3.1 for a detailed explanation). For gel dosimetry, however, the 

reconstruction algorithms are required to reconstruct change in optical attenuation (Δ𝜇) 

distributions. This is performed by using pre-irradiation projection data of a gel as the “initial 

source intensity”, 𝐼0, with a standard x-ray CT reconstruction algorithm, and using the 

post-irradiation projection data as the “projection data”, 𝐼.  Therefore, little modification of the 

x-ray CT reconstruction algorithms is required for use with gel dosimetry and optical CT. These 

reconstruction algorithms do produce data sets that can suffer from the effects of noise and 

possible artifacts from the walls of the gel jar. 

Figure 2.3: Reverse cone-beam geometry found in the Vista 

15 optical CT scanner. The aperture acts as filter to reject rays  

from the diffuse light source not following the cone-beam 

geometry from hitting the camera detector. 
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 The use of alternative iterative algebraic reconstruction algorithms (Sect. 3.3) has been 

limited with optical CT scanners. Matenine et al. used the Ordered Subsets Convex algorithm 

with Total Variation minimization regularization (OSC-TV) with a small educational optical CT 

scanner to suppress noise and artifacts from opaque objects [Matenine et al., 2015b] (see Sect. 3.5 

for further details of the algorithm). Du et al. used the Ordered Subsets Simultaneous Algebraic 

Reconstruction Technique algorithm with Total Variation minimization regularization 

(OS-SART-TV) with the same optical scanner to also suppress noise and remove artifacts created 

by the gel jar walls [Du et al., 2016] (see Sect. 3.3.4 for further details of the algorithm). Dekker 

et al. applied the OSC-TV algorithm to a scanning laser system, observing noise reduction and 

elimination of jar wall artifacts [Dekker et al. , 2017]. The OSC-TV algorithm has also been 

included with the newest commercial optical CT scanner produced by Modus Medical Devices 

Inc., the Vista 16 Scanner (Modus Medical Devices Inc., London, ON). This scanner began to be 

distributed in early 2018, though no characterization studies of the OSC-TV algorithm’s 

performance have yet been completed. The use of iterative algebraic algorithms for optical CT 

reconstruction for use outside of external beam radiation therapy has also not yet been 

investigated. 

2.3 High Dose Rate Brachytherapy Three-Dimensional Dosimetry 

Gel dosimetry with optical CT read-out offers a reliable and cost effective solution for 3D 

dosimetry for external beam radiation therapy. The primary objective of this thesis is to extend 

the usability of gel dosimeters to high dose rate (HDR) brachytherapy. Achieving this objective 

will potentially offer a technique to clinics for patient specific and end-to-end process quality 

assurance. Within most clinics, HDR brachytherapy is limited to point (0D) source calibration 

measurements as dictated in North America by the AAPM’s Task Group 56 Report [Nath et al., 

1997], with no quality assurance of patient plans typically performed [Palmer et al., 2013b]. 
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 Performing high resolution dosimetry in 2D or 3D is difficult for brachytherapy because 

of the steep dose gradients found near HDR sources and the relatively low photon energies 

produced via the radioactive decay within HDR sources. The steep dose gradients dictate the use 

of high resolution dosimeters to prevent averaging effects [Mitch et al., 2004]. The low photon 

energies produced lead to a strong dependence in absorbance based on the Z number of 

dosimeter, requiring any dosimeter to be very near tissue/water equivalent [Mitch et al., 2004]. 

Consequentially, these two stipulations limit the available dosimeters for HDR brachytherapy to 

thin thermoluminescent detectors (TLDs), small scintillator detectors, radiochromic film, and gel 

dosimeters [Mitch et al., 2004]. TLDs, scintillators, and film can provide accurate dosimetry 

measurements for HDR brachytherapy, but they require jigs and phantoms to maintain a fixed 

geometry between the brachytherapy catheters and the dosimeters. Furthermore, TLDs and 

scintillators only provide point measurements, and film offers 2D measurements, and so true 3D 

dosimetry is not possible with these methods. Gel dosimeters are therefore well suited for HDR 

brachytherapy dosimetry since they are typically water equivalent and have high resolution. Gel 

dosimeters also provide a substrate to position HDR brachytherapy catheters within, eliminating 

the need for complex jigs and phantoms.  

 HDR brachytherapy gel dosimetry was first reported in 1994 by two groups, Olsen et al. 

and Schreiner et al. [Olsen et al., 1994; Schreiner et al., 1994]. These groups performed HDR 

brachytherapy dosimetry by inserting catheters into Fricke-based gels with MRI read-out. The 

results of these studies were in agreement with the expected values and were free from any 

artifacts. Farajollahi et al. reported the use of polymer gels with MRI read-out for brachytherapy 

dosimetry, offering improved spatial stability [Farajollahi, 1999]. Various further studies have 

shown the success of using polymer gels with MRI readout for different types of brachytherapy 

applicators and catheters, with close agreement to Monte Carlo simulations or treatment planning 

system dose calculations [Hurley et al., 2006; Khosravi et al., 2016; Pantelis et al., 2005; 
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Papagiannis et al., 2006; Senkesen et al., 2014]. These studies showed the ability of polymer gels 

to offer artifact-free dose distributions, however the requirement of MRI read-out limits their 

clinical use. 

 HDR brachytherapy dosimetry with radiochromic gels and optical CT was first 

investigated in 2002 by Wuu et al. [Wuu et al., 2003], which was followed by further studies 

[Massillon et al., 2009; Šolc et al., 2012]. These studies presented using radiochromic gels 

primarily for characterizing HDR sources and not for treatment plan QA, but they did observe 

streak artifacts produced by the catheters. Palmer et al. presented work using a radiochromic 

plastic PRESAGE® dosimeter focused on treatment plan QA [Palmer et al., 2013a]. In this work 

Palmer et al. found that the PRESAGE® dosimeter could provide 3D dosimetry results in 

agreement with a clinical TPS system, but the artifacts produced by the catheters were significant.  

 Within the field of HDR brachytherapy gel dosimetry with optical CT read-out there has 

currently been no studies conducted on using improved reconstruction algorithms to remove the 

artifacts created by inserted catheters. It was therefore the goal of this work to fill this gap in 

knowledge and to provide a reliable HDR brachytherapy radiochromic gel dosimetry method for 

patient specific quality assurance.  
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Chapter 3 

Theory 

In this chapter, the physics behind the optical attenuation and photon detection models used in 

computed tomography (CT) and the mathematics of CT reconstruction algorithms will be 

reviewed. 

3.1 Photon Attenuation and Computed Tomography 

As photons travel through a medium, they are attenuated as they interact with the atoms within 

the medium. Depending on the energy of the photons and the type of atoms present in the 

medium, different types of photon interactions (such as scattering or absorbing) are possible with 

differing probabilities. These probabilities can be thought of in terms of an initial number of 

photons entering the medium, 𝑁0, and the number of photons exiting the medium, 𝑁, giving the 

probability of a photon not being attenuated, 𝑃, as 

 
𝑃 =

𝑁

𝑁0
 . (3.1) 

If the path length through the medium, 𝑥, is then introduced, this probability, 𝑃, can also be 

specified with the linear attenuation coefficient, 𝜇, which when combined with the Beer-Lambert 

law of exponential attenuation, gives 

 
𝑃 =

𝑁

𝑁0
= 𝑒−𝜇𝑥 . (3.2) 

The linear attenuation coefficient is therefore specified in units of inverse length (such as 𝑐𝑚−1 

for optical CT). 𝜇 can be further sub-divided into the linear attenuation provided by each of the 

underlying types of photon interactions occurring. For example, if attenuation was occurring due 

to Compton scattering, the photo-electric effect, and Rayleigh scattering, the combined linear 

attenuation could be written as, 
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 𝜇 = 𝜇𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑜𝑛 + 𝜇𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜−𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐 + 𝜇𝑅𝑎𝑦𝑙𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ  . 
(3.3) 

 In practical settings, the number of photons, 𝑁 and 𝑁0, are not measured directly, but 

rather the intensity of a ray of photons is measured by a detector giving corresponding 𝐼 and 𝐼0 

values. 𝐼 and 𝐼0 are proportional to 𝑁 and 𝑁0 such that  

 𝑁

𝑁0
=

𝐼

𝐼0
= 𝑒−𝜇𝑥 . (3.4) 

 In CT imaging applications, it is most often the case that the object being imaged is not  

uniform, but rather can be thought of as plane of pixels or cube of “voxels” (volume pixels), each 

with their own 𝜇 value. In this case, for a ray of photons passing through a non-uniform medium, 

Equation (3.4) can be expressed as 

 𝐼

𝐼0
= 𝑒−∑ 𝜇𝑖𝑥𝑖𝑖  , (3.5) 

where 𝜇𝑖 and 𝑥𝑖 are the linear attenuation coefficient and path length of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ pixel/voxel the ray 

passed through. 

 The goal of CT is to take images made from rays passing through the object (collect 𝐼 

values for each ray), and then to use Equation (3.5) to solve for the unknown 𝜇 values of each 

theoretical pixel/voxel within the object. These 𝜇 values can then be assigned grayscale values for 

display purposes, or converted to a physical property, such as dose for the application presented 

within this thesis. 

 To demonstrate this goal mathematically, consider the example of a square object that is 

being imaged with CT at a 2 × 2 pixel resolution, as shown in Figure 3.1. As shown in the figure, 

this object could be imaged by three rays, 𝑅1, 𝑅2, and 𝑅3. 𝑅1 begins with some initial intensity, 

𝐼0, and then passes through two of the unknown pixels, ending with some final intensity, 𝐼1. In 

CT, the orientation of the object, rays, detector, and 𝐼0 are all well known and characterized.  
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Therefore for 𝑅1 an equation could be written as, 

 𝐼1
𝐼0

= 𝑒−(𝜇1𝑥1,1+𝜇2𝑥1,2) , (3.6) 

where the only unknowns are 𝜇1 and 𝜇2. This equation can then be rearranged to become linear: 

 
ln (

𝐼0
𝐼1

) = 𝜇1𝑥1,1 + 𝜇2𝑥1,2 . (3.7) 

Similar equations can also be made for 𝑅2 and 𝑅3, giving a system of linear equations, 𝐴𝜇 = 𝑏, 

that could be solved to determine the 𝜇 values. For the example given, the system of equations 

would be written as 

 

[

𝑥1,1 𝑥1,2

𝑥2,1 𝑥2,2

𝑥3,1 𝑥3,2 𝑥3,3

] × [

𝜇1

𝜇2

𝜇3

𝜇4

] =

[
 
 
 
 
 
 ln (

𝐼0
𝐼1

)

ln (
𝐼0
𝐼2

)

ln (
𝐼0
𝐼3

)
]
 
 
 
 
 
 

  , 

(3.8) 

where each row in the system matrix, 𝐴, represents an imaging ray and each column is a 

pixel/voxel to solve for. 𝜇 is therefore the 𝜇𝑖 values being solved for and 𝑏 contains the natural 

Figure 3.1: Example of a 2 × 2 pixel resolution 

CT imaging geometry, being imaged by three 

rays. 
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logarithm of the projection data. While this example system is underdetermined, a solvable 

system could be made and solved by imaging with more rays. 

 In practical CT settings, however, the number of pixels/voxels being solved for in a 

system is much higher, typically ranging from 2562 to 5123 voxels (based on a lower estimate of 

a single 256 × 256 pixel slice and a higher estimate of a 512 × 512 × 512 voxel data set). 

Similarly, the number of rays being used to image the object typically ranges from 256 × 360 to 

512 × 512 × 360 rays (based on imaging with 1∘ angular resolution with either a low resolution 

fan-beam scanner or high resolution cone-beam scanner). This results in system matrices that 

range from 6.0 × 109 to 1.3 × 1016 matrix indices in size. This size of matrix would be too large 

to store in a typical computer’s memory and even if such storage was possible, solving the matrix 

analytically would be timely to complete even with a modern super-computer. Therefore 

alterative techniques are required to solve for the 𝜇 values. 

3.2 Fourier Transform and Filtered Backprojection Techniques 

From the introduction of commercial x-ray CT scanners to the modern day, the most common 

tomographic reconstruction algorithms are variants of the filtered back projection reconstruction 

algorithm. These algorithms use the Fourier transform and the back projection process to 

circumnavigate the large system of linear equations outlined above, making the reconstruction 

process quick and efficient. Many rigorous mathematically treatments of these techniques are 

available [Feldkamp et al., 1984; Kak and Slaney, 1988]. This thesis focusses on iterative 

algebraic reconstruction techniques and so a full review of the Fourier techniques are not given 

here, but a sufficient background in the subject will be given. 

3.2.1 Fourier Slice Theorem 

The original solution for a viable reconstruction algorithm was outlined by mathematician Johann 

Radon in 1917 [Radon, 1917], though it was originally purposed for astronomical research. 
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Radon specified a 2D object being imaged by a series of parallel ray projections at each angle. 

For a continuous function of 𝜇(𝑥, 𝑦) in the object, Equation (3.5) can be rearranged into a 

continuous form: 

 𝐼

𝐼0
= 𝑒−∫ 𝜇(𝑥(𝑠),𝑦(𝑠))𝑑𝑠

+∞

−∞  , (3.9) 

where 𝑠 is the distance along the ray. This equation can then be inverted to give the Radon 

transform: 

 
ln (

𝐼0
𝐼
) = ∫ 𝜇(𝑥(𝑠), 𝑦(𝑠))𝑑𝑠

+∞

−∞

 . (3.10) 

Radon proved that for a series of parallel ray projections at angle 𝜃, 𝑃(𝜃), the Fourier Transform 

(FT) of 𝑃(𝜃) provides a line in the frequency domain of the imaged object, as shown in Figure 

3.2. By then filling the frequency domain of the object by taking the Fourier transform of each 

𝑃(𝜃), the image could then be reconstructed by interpolating the polar 𝐹𝑇(𝑃(𝜃)) data to 

Cartesian coordinates in the frequency domain and then the 2D Inverse Fourier Transform (IFT) 

can be used to produce the reconstructed image in the spatial domain. 

Figure 3.2: The Fourier slice theorem demonstrated for a single projection at 

angle 𝜃. The projection data from the spatial domain, 𝑃(𝜃), can be 

transformed by the Fourier transform to fill a line of the frequency domain. 
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 While this technique is theoretically possible, interpolating the polar 𝐹𝑇(𝑃(𝜃)) data to 

Cartesian coordinates and performing the computationally intensive 2D IFT made use of this 

Fourier technique limited. 

3.2.2 Filtered Backprojection 

An alternative technique to using the Fourier slice theorem and the 2D IFT is to back project, or 

“smear”, each ray projection back along its ray line. This effectively fills the spatial domain 

directly without the need for interpolating polar data to Cartesian coordinates and the subsequent 

2D IFT. While using back projection avoids data interpolation and the 2D IFT, back projection is 

not a completely viable solution. As shown in Figure 3.3a-b, simply using back projection 

produces an undesirable blurred reconstruction image. 

 

Figure 3.3: Visualization of the effects of radial blur and undersampling with the 

filtered back projection reconstruction algorithm. The original images of the 

Shepp-Logan phantom (a) and point function (e) are shown, along with the unfiltered 

back projection results (b) and (f), and the filtered back projection results (c) and (g). 

The effect of undersampled filtered reconstructions are shown in (d) and (h). 
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To remove the blurring it must first be characterized. To do this, instead of imaging an 

entire object, a single point at the origin (Figure 3.3e) can be imaged and reconstructed using 

back projection. The resulting reconstructed image is then analyzed and the blurring function is 

found to be defined by the radial distance from the origin as 
1

√𝑥2+𝑦2
=

1

𝑟
 (Figure 3.3f). This same 

blurring is present at all points, or convolved, with any image reconstructed using back 

projection. Therefore if this blurring function is removed, or deconvolved, from a back projection 

reconstruction, an unblurred image should result. To deconvolve the 
1

𝑟
 blurring function, its 

inverse, 𝑟, is convolved with the back projection image. Convolution is easiest to perform in the 

frequency domain where the convolution operation becomes multiplication. Therefore the 2D FT 

of the back projection image is taken, multiplied with the 2D FT of the 𝑟 function, and then the 

2D IFT of the product is taken to produce the unblurred image (Figure 3.3c,g). 

While this method offers a valid reconstruction strategy, performing the 2D FT and IFT 

functions can still be computationally intensive and requires all the projections of an object to be 

acquired before computation can begin. Since the FT and IFT operations are linear, it does not 

matter whether the deconvolution, or filtering, occurs before or after the back projection step. By 

filtering the 1D projection data before the back projection step, performing the 2D FT and IFT 

operations are no longer required. This allows for computation to begin once the first projection is 

acquired and also limits the FT and IFT computations to a single dimension, offering faster 

computation times. When working with the 1D projection data, the deconvolution is performed 

with a 1D deblurring function called the ramp function (
1

|𝑥|
 instead of  

1

√𝑥2+𝑦2
). More complex 

functions, such as Hann, Hamming, or cosine functions can also be used. These functions have 

the effect of suppressing noise in the reconstructed images, as explained in greater detail by Kak 

et al. [Kak et al., 1988]. The technique of back projecting the filtered 1D projections is fittingly 
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known as filtered back projection (FBP) and is the most common technique used in practical CT 

imaging applications. 

One limitation of the FBP algorithm is the requirement that the projection data must be 

acquired in a complete half or full arc and must be sampled at a fine angular resolution to prevent 

aliasing (typically <1∘). As can be seen in Figure 3.3d,f, if the angular resolution is not fine 

enough, a star-pattern aliasing artifact can emerge that obscures the reconstructed data. Beyond 

these limitations, the FBP algorithm is also susceptible to a variety of artifacts that appear when 

the algorithm is used in practical settings where noise and photon scatter can occur. These 

artifacts and their cause are discussed in Sect. 2.1.2. 

This discussion has so far been limited to a 2D object imaged by parallel ray projections. 

The filtered back projection technique can be extended to fan-beam ray projections or 3D objects 

imaged with cone-beam ray projections. In these cases, the projection values are weighted 

according to the distance of the detector pixels to the source to approximate having equidistance 

rays to all detector pixels [Kak et al., 1988]. The FBP algorithm for the cone-beam imaging 

geometry used in this thesis and many other imaging applications was developed by Feldkamp, 

Davis, and Kress and is known as the FDK algorithm [Feldkamp et al., 1984].  

3.3 Iterative Algebraic Reconstruction Techniques 

While the FBP algorithm offers an efficient and accurate way to reconstruct CT images, its 

limitations of requiring high angular resolution projection data sets and possible reconstruction 

artifacts have led to development of iterative algebraic reconstruction algorithms. These 

algorithms were designed to solve the 𝐴𝜇 = 𝑏 system of linear equations from Eqn. (3.8) by 

using an iterative optimization approach instead of finding a direct analytical solution. 

3.3.1 Iterative Solution Optimization 

Many large systems of linear equations can be solved by using an iterative optimization approach. 

In this approach, starting values of 𝜇 can be initialized and then an objective function, 𝐹, can be 
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evaluated to determine how accurate the current values for 𝜇 are by using the acquired projection 

data. Based on the objective function, the values of 𝜇 can be appropriately updated and the 

process repeats. This iterative process can be stopped after a set number of iterations, if the 

objective function stops changing between iterations (suggesting an optimal solution has been 

found), or if the objective function reaches a desired level. 

 For CT reconstruction, an objective function can be created using the terms from the 

𝐴𝜇 = 𝑏 system of linear equations. The 𝐴𝜇 term represents using the current estimate of 𝜇 to 

calculate a simulation of acquiring the projection data according to the Beer-Lambert law. If 𝜇 is 

an accurate estimate of the actual 𝜇 values within the imaged object, it would be expected that the 

calculated projection data (𝐴𝜇) would be equal to the projection data acquired by the CT scanner 

(𝑏). Therefore the absolute squared difference, or Euclidean norm, between 𝐴𝜇 and 𝑏 would 

provide a function to estimate how accurate the current estimate of 𝜇 is, with lower values 

suggesting a more accurate estimate of 𝜇. This then gives the objective function 𝐹(𝜇) =

‖𝐴𝜇 − 𝑏‖2. 

 While storing and manipulating 𝜇 and 𝑏 with computer systems is manageable, the same 

limitations on solving 𝐴𝜇 = 𝑏 apply to multiplying 𝐴 by 𝜇. Fortunately the 𝐴𝜇 operation, as 

alluded to before, is a calculation of acquiring the projection data. Therefore instead of computing 

𝐴 and then computing 𝐴𝜇, an estimate of 𝜇 can be used to construct an estimate of the data set 

being reconstructed and then virtual rays can be projected through this data set. This projection 

calculation, known as forward projection, is computational intensive, requiring a ray trace for 

each pixel of the detector for each imaging angle, but it is possible for computers to perform this 

task within a reasonable amount of time. The forward projection can also be performed according 

to other physical models than the straight ray geometry represented in Equation (3.8). For 

example, forward projection could also be completed with ray refraction accounted for to more 

accurately represent true imaging conditions.  
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3.3.2 Algebraic Reconstruction Technique 

The larger challenge for an iterative optimization algorithm is how to update 𝜇 for the next 

iteration such that 𝜇 converges towards an optimal solution. For this process, various algorithms 

have been developed. The algebraic reconstruction technique (ART) was developed in 1937 by 

Kaczmarz [Kaczmarz, 1937], and featured updating 𝜇 with the system matrix row-by-row for 

each iteration. The update step can be written as 

 
𝜇(𝑛,𝑖+1) = 𝜇(𝑛,𝑖) + 𝜆𝑛

𝑏𝑖 − 𝐴𝑖𝜇
(𝑛,𝑖)

‖𝐴𝑖‖
2

𝐴𝑖
𝑇  (3.11) 

where 𝜇(𝑛,𝑖) represents the estimate of 𝜇 for iteration 𝑛 and row update 𝑖, 𝑏𝑖 represents the 𝑖𝑡ℎ 

element of 𝑏, 𝐴𝑖 represents the 𝑖𝑡ℎ row of 𝐴, and 𝜆𝑛 is the relaxation parameter for iteration 𝑛. 𝜆𝑛 

determines the strength of each update step and can be adjusted such that for the initial iterations 

large changes are allowed, but for the later iterations only small changes are allowed. This 

adjustment of 𝜆𝑛 allows for convergence of the algorithm to a single solution. 

 This technique can be shown visually for an example, shown in Figure 3.4. The example 

given consists of a 3×3 slice being reconstructed using projection data from six rays, resulting in 

Figure 3.4: Visualization of the system matrix (left) and reconstructed slice (right) 

for one iteration of the ART algorithm. In this iteration a single row of the system 

matrix is used to update the 𝜇 estimate, corresponding to updating along ray 1. 
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a 9×6 system matrix. The figure demonstrates that for each iteration, a single row of the system 

matrix is used to update the current estimate of 𝜇. This corresponds to updating the voxels along 

the ray corresponding to the row of the system matrix being used for the iteration. 

 While the ART algorithm provides a solution for CT reconstruction, it is a very 

computationally intensive algorithm. For a single iteration, the algorithm updates 𝜇 for each row 

of 𝐴 individually. This corresponds to each projection ray being computed individually and then 

used to update 𝜇. For the number of rays used in practical CT imaging, this would require at 

minimum ~10 × 103 updates of 𝜇 per iteration. The process to update 𝜇 so often is 

computationally intensive, making the ART algorithm often too slow to be practical. 

3.3.3 Simultaneous Iterative Reconstruction Technique 

The simultaneous iterative reconstruction technique (SIRT) [Kak et al., 1988] is similar to ART, 

except that instead of updating the estimate of 𝜇 ray-by-ray, the changes from all the rays are 

applied simultaneously. The update step can therefore be written as 

 𝜇(𝑛+1) = 𝜇(𝑛) + 𝜆𝑛𝑉𝐴𝑇𝑊−1(𝑏 − 𝐴𝜇) (3.12) 

where 𝑊 is a diagonal matrix where element 𝑊𝑖,𝑖 is the sum of the pathlengths in row 𝐴𝑖 and 

𝑉 =
1

𝑊
. The 𝑉 and 𝑊 terms weight the 𝜇 updates for each voxel according to number of rays 

passing through a voxel to effectively average the change from each ray. The 𝐴𝑇 and (𝑏 − 𝐴𝜇) 

terms are implemented practically by back projecting the difference between the actual and 

simulated projection images. 

 Using the same example from Figure 3.4, one iteration of the SIRT algorithm can also be 

visualized, as shown in Figure 3.5. As shown in the figure, for an iteration of SIRT all the rows of 

the system matrix are used. This corresponds to simultaneously updating along all of the rays 

represented by these rows in the system matrix. As a consequence of using all the rays, all the 

voxel values will also be updated during each iteration of the algorithm.  
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In contrast to ART, SIRT only requires a single update of 𝜇 per iteration, reducing the 

computational load. While SIRT solves the problem of long computation times, by not updating 𝜇 

as often, each change due to a ray does not benefit from the changes to 𝜇 from the rays before it, 

as with ART. Therefore, SIRT may offer quick results, but can end up converging to a 

sub-optimal result. 

3.3.4 Simultaneous Algebraic Reconstruction Technique 

The simultaneous algebraic reconstruction technique (SART) developed by Andersen [Andersen 

et al., 1984], combines the ideas of the ART and SIRT algorithms. The SART algorithm uses the 

same update step as SIRT, though has a series of 𝜇 updates for each iteration. The number of 

updates during each iteration can be specified and the projection data is then split accordingly 

into the same number of subsets as there are updates per iteration. For example, if two updates 

were to occur per iteration, the projection rays would be split into two separate subsets. For each 

of the updates during each iteration, one of these subsets would be used to update 𝜇. This is 

shown visually in Figure 3.6.  

Figure 3.5: Visualization of the system matrix (left) and reconstructed slice (right) 

for one iteration of the SIRT algorithm. In every iteration all rows of the system 

matrix are used to update the 𝜇 estimate simultaneously. 
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 SART offers a compromise between the slow computation times and more accurate 

reconstructions of ART and the faster computation times, but less accurate results of SIRT. SART 

allows for fast computation times and accurate reconstructions, making it one of the most 

commonly used iterative algebraic reconstruction algorithms used in x-ray computed 

tomography. It should also be noted that by adjusting the number of subsets for the SART 

algorithm, the algorithm can become more “ART-like” or “SIRT-like”. By setting the number of 

subsets to 1 for SART, it effectively becomes SIRT and by setting the number of subsets to the 

number of projection rays, SART effectively becomes ART. 

 One popular variant of the SART algorithm is the Order-Subsets SART algorithm (OS-

SART) [Wang et al., 2004]. For OS-SART, the projection data is divided according to the angular 

position the data is collected at. For example, if projection images were collected at a 1∘ 

resolution for 360∘ and 12 subsets are being used, the projection data from angles 1∘ to 30∘ will 

be in the first subset, the projection data from angles 31∘ to 60∘ will be in the second subset, and 

Figure 3.6: Visualization of the system matrix (left) and reconstructed slice (right) 

for one iteration of the SART algorithm with two subsets. In this iteration half of 

the rows of the system matrix are used to update the 𝜇 estimate. 
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so on. The order that these subsets are used for each iteration can be adjusted for optimal results. 

They can be used in order or randomly, but most often are sequenced so that the subset chosen for 

an update is one that has not yet been used and whose angular position is farthest from those 

already used by previous updates (Figure 3.7). By selecting the subsets in this fashion, the 

updates of 𝜇 between iterations are maximized so that there is faster convergence to the optimal 

solution. 

3.3.5 Further Iterative Algebraic Algorithms 

The ART, SIRT, SART, and OS-SART algorithms outlined in the previous section provide the 

foundation of iterative algebraic algorithms. This description is far from comprehensive, with 

many variants of update functions and optimization techniques in existence. Since the work 

presented uses the Ordered-Subsets Convex algorithm with Total Variation minimization 

regularization (OSC-TV) that draws from the foundation provided by the OS-SART algorithm 

Figure 3.7: Example of dividing projection data acquired for 360° 

into 12 subsets. The subset number is given within each wedge of 

the circle, while the order of using the subsets for the update step to 

have maximal angular distance between subsets is given beside the 

wedges in italics. 
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description, these further techniques will not be explored here, but rather the discussion in Sect. 

3.5 will be directed towards the OSC-TV algorithm. 

3.4 Regularization and Total Variation Minimization 

Thus far, iterative algebraic reconstruction algorithms have been described with respect to 

minimizing the objective function 𝐹(𝜇) = ‖𝐴𝜇 − 𝑏‖2. While this provides a starting point for 

solving the 𝐴𝜇 = 𝑏 system of linear equations, it is often beneficial to add a regularization 

function, 𝑅, to the objective function with a weight, 𝜆𝑅. Regularization functions are used in 

many optimization problems where there are many possible solutions when the objective function 

is optimized. By adding in a regularization function, addition information or constraints about the 

problem may be added to the objective function and so adjust the optimization process. The 

weight or strength of the regularization function can be tuned using the 𝜆𝑅 term. In the case of 

CT, the objective function with regularization would be written as 𝐹(𝜇) = ‖𝐴𝜇 − 𝑏‖2 + 𝜆𝑅𝑅(𝜇). 

For CT reconstructions, the most common regularization function is total variation (TV) 

minimization of the 𝜇 distribution [Sidky et al., 2009]. The TV of a 𝜇 distribution, ‖𝜇‖𝑇𝑉 ,  is 

defined as 

 ‖𝜇‖𝑇𝑉 = ∑|∇⃗⃗ 𝜇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘|

𝑖,𝑗,𝑘

= ∑ √(𝜇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 − 𝜇𝑖−1,𝑗,𝑘)
2
+ (𝜇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 − 𝜇𝑖,𝑗−1,𝑘)

2
+ (𝜇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 − 𝜇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘−1)

2

𝑖,𝑗,𝑘

  , 

(3.13) 

where 𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘 are the 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧 coordinates of a voxel in 3D space. ‖𝜇‖𝑇𝑉 represents the sum of the 

absolute of the image gradient of the 𝜇 distribution at all voxels. The image gradient at a voxel 

represents how much the value of the voxels differs from the surrounding voxels. If a voxel has 

the same or similar values to the voxels surrounding it, it will have a 0 or low value image 

gradient. Conversely, if the voxel value differs largely from the surrounding voxel values, the 

voxel will have a high image gradient. 
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The TV minimization regularization term is valid in CT because it is assumed that there 

should not be large discontinuities (and so there should not be large gradient values) between 

adjacent voxels within imaged objects. By adding in this regularization term, the effect of noise 

on the reconstructed data set is greatly reduced, since noise creates the exact discontinuities TV 

minimization is designed to reduce. Assigning too large of a weight to the TV minimization term, 

however, can be undesirable, since a very heavy weight would result in a uniform data set (e.g. 

‖𝜇‖𝑇𝑉 = 0) and even an overly strong weight would start to blur out small details and true sharp 

gradients in the image. 

 In practice, the CT reconstruction objective function is not set to 𝐹(𝜇) = ‖𝐴𝜇 − 𝑏‖2 +

𝜆𝑅‖𝜇‖𝑇𝑉, since the algorithms discussed previously could then not be used. Instead the ‖𝐴𝜇 −

𝑏‖2 and ‖𝜇‖𝑇𝑉 terms are minimized separately during each iteration [Sidky et al., 2009]. The 

‖𝐴𝜇 − 𝑏‖2 term is minimized according to the algorithms described previously, but after this step 

the ‖𝜇‖𝑇𝑉 term is minimized using a gradient descent algorithm. The update step for the 

‖𝜇‖𝑇𝑉  minimization algorithm is written as: 

 

𝜇𝑛+1 = 𝜇𝑛 − 𝜔

𝜕‖𝜇‖𝑇𝑉
𝜕𝜇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘

√∑ (
𝜕‖𝜇‖𝑇𝑉
𝜕𝜇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘

)𝑖,𝑗,𝑘

2

  , 

(3.14) 

where 𝜔 is the strength of the TV minimization and 
𝜕‖𝜇‖𝑇𝑉

𝜕𝜇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
 represents the value of the gradient of 

‖𝜇‖𝑇𝑉 at each voxel [Matenine et al., 2015a]. Since ‖𝜇‖𝑇𝑉 is a discrete function, its gradient 

must be approximated using the expression, 
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 𝜕‖𝜇‖𝑇𝑉

𝜕𝜇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘

=
(𝜇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 − 𝜇𝑖−1,𝑗,𝑘) + (𝜇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 − 𝜇𝑖,𝑗−1,𝑘) + (𝜇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 − 𝜇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘−1)

√𝜖 + (𝜇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 − 𝜇𝑖−1,𝑗,𝑘)
2
+ (𝜇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 − 𝜇𝑖,𝑗−1,𝑘)

2
+ (𝜇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 − 𝜇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘−1)

2

−
(𝜇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 − 𝜇𝑖−1,𝑗,𝑘)

√𝜖 + (𝜇𝑖+1,𝑗,𝑘 − 𝜇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘)
2
+ (𝜇𝑖+1,𝑗,𝑘 − 𝜇𝑖+1,𝑗−1,𝑘)

2
+ (𝜇𝑖+1,𝑗,𝑘 − 𝜇𝑖+1,𝑗,𝑘−1)

2

−
(𝜇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 − 𝜇𝑖,𝑗−1,𝑘)

√𝜖 + (𝜇𝑖,𝑗+1,𝑘 − 𝜇𝑖−1,𝑗+1,𝑘)
2
+ (𝜇𝑖,𝑗+1,𝑘 − 𝜇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘)

2
+ (𝜇𝑖,𝑗+1,𝑘 − 𝜇𝑖,𝑗+1,𝑘−1)

2

−
(𝜇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 − 𝜇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘−1)

√𝜖 + (𝜇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘+1 − 𝜇𝑖−1,𝑗,𝑘+1)
2
+ (𝜇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘+1 − 𝜇𝑖,𝑗−1,𝑘+1)

2
+ (𝜇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘+1 − 𝜇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘)

2
 , 

 

(3.15) 

where 𝜖 = 10−8 to prevent any division by zero errors [Sidky et al., 2009]. While this 

approximation provides a solution for computing the gradient, it can also lead to minimizing 

‖𝜇‖𝑇𝑉 with a checkerboard pattern if the TV minimization strength is set too high [Matenine et 

al. , 2015a]. 

 Lastly the strength of the TV minimization, 𝜔, can be redefined as: 

 𝜔 = 𝑐𝑑𝐴 , 
(3.16) 

where 𝑐 is a constant weighting factor and 𝑑𝐴 is the image displacement defined as 

 
𝑑𝐴 = √∑ (𝜇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘

(𝑛)
− 𝜇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘

(𝑛+1)
)

𝑖,𝑗,𝑘

2

 , 
(3.17) 

which is equivalent to the Euclidean norm between the 𝜇 estimates from the current iteration 

(𝑛 + 1) and the previous iteration (𝑛). As the iterative reconstruction algorithm continues, this 

𝑑𝐴 term will gradually shrink with each iteration as the algorithm converges on the solution. This 
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in turn lowers the strength of the TV minimization to ensure it does not overpower the ‖𝐴𝜇 −

𝑏‖2 optimization. 

3.5 Ordered-Subsets Convex Algorithm with Total Variation Minimization 

As reviewed in Sect. 2.2.4, the OSC-TV algorithm has been shown to offer promising 

reconstruction results in x-ray and optical CT reconstructions. The OSC-TV algorithm features 

two components, the Order-Subsets Convex (OSC) algorithm and a TV minimization 

regularization step. 

 The OSC-TV algorithm used in this work was produced through a series of 

developments. The heart of the algorithm is the convex optimization algorithm developed by 

Lange [Lange et al., 1995]. A convex optimization algorithm is simply performing optimization 

with an objective function that is a convex function. A convex function is defined as a function 

that for any straight line drawn between any two points along the function, the line will 

completely lie above or on the function (Figure 3.8). Optimizing over a convex function is 

Figure 3.8: Demonstration of a non-convex function 𝑓(𝑥) and a 

convex function 𝑔(𝑥). 𝑔(𝑥) is convex since no line drawn 

between two points on 𝑔(𝑥) will intersect with 𝑔(𝑥). 
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preferred because a convex function is guaranteed to have a single minima and so given enough 

optimization iterations, the global minima will be reached. When optimizing over non-convex 

functions, it would be possible for the solution to converge to a local minima, instead of the 

global minima. 

 The  ‖𝐴𝜇 − 𝑏‖2 objective function described previously for the ART, SIRT, and SART 

algorithms is not necessarily a convex function. To perform CT reconstruction with a convex 

objective function, Lange developed a new objective function based on photon count statistics at 

the detector. First, each ray indexed by 𝑖, has an objective function given as 

 𝑓𝑖(𝜇) = 𝑦𝑖𝑒
−𝑡 + 𝑌𝑖𝑡 , (3.18) 

where 𝑦𝑖 is the number of photons at the detector pixel without the object present (related to 𝐼0), 

𝑌𝑖 is the recorded number of photons at the detector pixel with the object present (related to 𝐼), 

and 𝑡 = ∑ 𝑥𝑗𝜇𝑗𝑗 , that is, the attenuation along the ray though the current estimate of 𝜇. These 

objective functions were proven to be convex by Lange [Lange et al., 1995]. 

 The sum of the objective functions for each ray are then added and negated to transform 

the optimization into a maximization problem instead of a minimization problem, giving the 

objective function for the CT reconstruction as, 

 𝐿(𝜇) = −∑𝑓𝑖(𝜇) = −∑𝑦𝑖𝑒
−𝑡 + 𝑌𝑖𝑡

𝑖𝑖

 . (3.19) 

The convergence of the 𝜇 solution with this objective function was proven by Lange [Lange et 

al., 1995] according to the update step for a given voxel 𝜇𝑗 in 𝜇, given as: 

 

𝜇𝑗
(𝑛+1)

= 𝜇𝑗
(𝑛)

+ 𝜇𝑗
(𝑛) ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗(𝑌�̅�

(𝑛)
− 𝑌𝑖)𝑖

∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑡𝑖
(𝑛)

𝑌�̅�
(𝑛)

𝑖

 , 
(3.20) 

where 𝑌�̅�
(𝑛)

= 𝑦𝑖𝑒
−𝑡𝑖

(𝑛)

, that is the simulated value of 𝑌𝑖 using the estimate of 𝜇 from the 𝑛𝑡ℎ 

iteration. This update step would then be preformed for all voxels 𝜇𝑗 before the next iteration. In 

practice, this update step is performed by backprojecting the (𝑌�̅�
(𝑛)

− 𝑌𝑖) and 𝑡𝑖
(𝑛)

𝑌�̅�
(𝑛)

 terms for 
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all rays 𝑖 at once and then multiplying this by the current estimate of 𝜇, 𝜇(𝑛). This product is then 

added to 𝜇𝑛 to complete the update step for the iteration. 

 This convex optimization algorithm provides the foundation of the OSC-TV algorithm. It 

should be noted that the update step in Eqn. (3.20) currently resembles the SIRT algorithm update 

step, through the fact that all the rays are used simultaneously to update 𝜇. As discussed in Sect. 

3.3.4, the SART and OS-SART algorithms improved upon SIRT by updating 𝜇 multiple times per 

iteration by breaking the projection data in subsets. The same method was applied to the convex 

algorithm giving the Ordered-Subsets Convex (OSC) algorithm. The OSC algorithm was 

developed by Kamphius [Kamphuis et al., 1998] and allowed for choosing the rays to update 

μ with from fixed subsets. This can be written as choosing a ray i from subset 𝑆𝑚 during the 𝑚𝑡ℎ 

subset update set within each 𝑛𝑡ℎ iteration. The update step from a single subset for a single 

voxel, 𝜇𝑗, can then be written as: 

 

𝜇𝑗
(𝑛,𝑚+1)

= 𝜇𝑗
(𝑛,𝑚)

+ 𝜇𝑗
(𝑛,𝑚) ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗(𝑌�̅�

(𝑛,𝑚)
− 𝑌𝑖)𝑖∈𝑆𝑚

∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑡𝑖
(𝑛,𝑚)

𝑌�̅�
(𝑛,𝑚)

𝑖∈𝑆𝑚

 . 
(3.21) 

This update step would be performed for however many subsets were chosen, before the 𝑛 + 1 

iteration would begin. This improvement led to similar reconstruction results compared to the 

original convex algorithm, but convergence to the solution was much faster, allowing for 

reconstructions to be completed in 1/10 of the time [Kamphuis et al., 1998]. 

 Beekman et al. then observed that while the OSC algorithm with a large number of 

subsets increased convergence speed, the final solution produced could contain errors [Beekman 

et al., 2001]. Beekman proposed using a large number of subsets for all the iterations, except the 

last iteration which would use 1/10 of the number of subsets [Beekman et al., 2001]. This variant 

allowed for both fast convergence times and optimal results. 

 The OSC algorithm was further improved by Matenine et al. who added TV minimization 

regularization to the OSC algorithm to reduce the effect of noise. This addition produced the full 
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OSC-TV algorithm [Matenine et al., 2015a]. By adding TV minimization, the complete objective 

function to be optimized becomes: 

 𝐹(𝜇) = 𝐿(𝜇) − 𝜆𝑅‖𝜇‖𝑇𝑉 . 
(3.22) 

As explained in Sect. 3.4, 𝐹(𝜇) is not optimized directly, but rather 𝐿(𝜇) and ‖𝜇‖𝑇𝑉 are 

optimized separately. 𝐿(𝜇) is optimized according to the OSC algorithm described previously, 

and ‖𝜇‖𝑇𝑉 is optimized according to the algorithm outlined in Sect. 3.4. During each iteration, 

the OSC algorithm is first used to optimize 𝐿(𝜇), and after this optimization, the ‖𝜇‖𝑇𝑉 is 

minimized, with the TV minimization strength determined by 𝑑𝐴, which is dependent on how 

much the 𝜇 distribution was changed during the OSC step. This two-step process of the OSC-TV 

algorithm and the details of each step are shown in the flowchart in Figure 3.9. 

 By adding the TV minimization step to the OSC algorithm, a problem is encountered 

during the last iteration of the algorithm. As described previously, the last iteration of the OSC 

features a drop in the number of subsets used. This drop in the number of subsets leads to a spike 

in the 𝑑𝐴 value controlling the strength of the TV minimization during each iteration. If the value 

of 𝑑𝐴 spikes, the TV minimization for the last iteration could become very strong and lead to 

sub-optimal reconstruction results. To combat this, the number of subsets used each iteration can 

be gradually decreased to remove the sudden drop in the number of subsets used [Matenine et al., 

2015a]. This in turn prevents 𝑑𝐴 from spiking and allows the TV minimization strength to not 

become overpowered. The number of subsets used for iteration 𝑛, |𝑆|(𝑛), can be gradually 

decreased using the equation: 

 
|𝑆|(𝑛) = 𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 (

|𝑆|(1) − |𝑆|(𝑛max )

(𝑛𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 1)𝑝
(𝑛𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 1 − 𝑛)𝑝 + |𝑆|(𝑛𝑚𝑎𝑥) ) , (3.23) 

where  𝑛𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum number of iterations, and 𝑝 is the number of subsets reduction 

power. 𝑝 can be set to any value between 0 and 1, with 𝑝 = 0 featuring no |𝑆|(𝑛) reduction and 

𝑝 = 1 featuring a linear decrease in |𝑆|(𝑛). To give preference to using more iterations with more  
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subsets for faster convergence, 𝑝 is set to be < 1, with 𝑝 =
1

2
 giving optimal results [Matenine et 

al., 2015a].   

Figure 3.9: Flowchart of the OSC-TV reconstruction algorithm. Each iteration consists of an 

OSC and TV step, each with their own sub-iterations. 
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Chapter 4 

Experimental Methods 

4.1 Gel Data Set Reconstruction Algorithms 

The foundation of the experiments performed in this work was the reconstruction algorithms that 

produced the change in optical attenuation (Δ𝜇) distributions from projection data of 

radiochromic gel dosimeters. All reconstructions were performed on a standard desktop computer 

workstation outfitted with an Intel Core i7-3770 processor (Intel Corp., Santa Clara, CA), 32Gb 

of Random Access Memory (RAM), and a Quadro P5000 graphics processing unit (GPU) 

(Nvidia Corp., Santa Clara, CA). The reconstructions were performed at a 

0.5mm×0.5mm×0.5mm resolution with overall data set dimensions of 256×256×256 voxels. 

4.1.1 FDK Reconstruction Algorithm 

The reconstruction algorithm used as the gold-standard reconstruction algorithm was the 

Feldkamp-Davis-Kress (FDK) filtered back projection algorithm. An implementation of the 

algorithm was available within the Vista 15 3-D Reconstruction software provided with the Vista 

15 optical computed tomography (CT) scanner used to acquire the projection images of the gels 

(Modus Medical Devices Inc., London, ON). Since this implementation of the algorithm had been 

used extensively commercially and performed reconstructions quickly it was chosen to be used 

for this work.  

4.1.2 FDKFF Reconstruction Algorithm Implementation 

In order to investigate the cause of the streak artifacts within the reconstructed data sets, the FDK 

with flood fields algorithm (FDKFF) algorithm was implemented. The FDKFF algorithm consisted 

of performing the reconstructions of a gel’s pre and post-irradiation optical attenuation (𝜇) 

distributions separately, and then subtracting them to find Δ𝜇. This was done in contrast to 

standard method of finding Δ𝜇 directly (see Sect. 2.2.3). The pre and post-irradiation distributions 
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(𝜇𝑝𝑟𝑒 and 𝜇𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡) were each reconstructed using the same FDK algorithm implementation 

described above. For each reconstruction, flood field images from the Vista 15 scanner were used 

as the “pre-irradiation” data passed into the FDK algorithm, and either the true pre or 

post-irradiation data was used as the “post-irradiation” data. 

4.1.3 OSC-TV Reconstruction Algorithm Implementation 

To attempt to remove the streak artifacts in the reconstructed gel data sets, the Ordered Subsets 

Convex algorithm with Total Variation minimization regularization (OSC-TV) was used (see 

Sect. 3.5 for full description). No pre-existing implementation of the OSC-TV algorithm was 

available, so a custom application to perform the OSC-TV reconstructions was developed in 

MATLAB (MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA). The application, titled Gyrfalcon, was not only 

developed for performing OSC-TV reconstructions, but as a multi-purpose application for use in 

computed tomography reconstruction algorithm development. This included having a user 

interface for ease of use, a standardized format for describing a CT scan geometry (voxel size, 

detector pixel size, source to detector distance, etc.), a 3D model visualization of the scan to 

provide a way to check inputted parameters (Figure 4.1), simulated acquisition of CT scan 

projection images (Figure 4.1), projection image viewer (Figure 4.2), and a module to perform 

reconstructions with simulated or actual projection images using a variety of algorithms (Figure 

4.3). A series of reconstructions could also be queued and then set to run sequentially, enabling 

for more efficient algorithm development by allowing large numbers of reconstructions to be 

performed without any user supervision. Data import tools were also built into Gyrfalcon such 

that projection data from CT scanners could to be brought into the application for reconstruction. 

These tools included an import tool for the Vista 15 scanner projection images which 

automatically imported the pre and post-irradiation data and used metadata from the Vista 15 

projection images files to determine the precise geometry of the scanner. Gyrfalcon was built to 

provide a resource for teaching and research alike and was made openly available online as a 
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collaborative project (https://github.com/DavidADeVries/Gyrfalcon-CT-Simulation-And-

Reconstruction). 

The OSC-TV algorithm within Gyrfalcon was implemented following the theory outlined 

in Sect. 3.5. Psuedo-code of the implementation used is provided in Appendix A, but a brief 

explanation of the translation of the OSC-TV algorithm theory to computer code will be given.  

The heart of the OSC-TV algorithm was the OSC update step. As given in Eqn. (3.21) of 

Sect. 3.5, the OSC update step is written mathematically as:  

 

𝜇𝑗
(𝑛,𝑚+1)

= 𝜇𝑗
(𝑛,𝑚)

+ 𝜇𝑗
(𝑛,𝑚)

∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗 (�̅�𝑖
(𝑛,𝑚)

− 𝑌𝑖)𝑖∈𝑆𝑚

∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑡𝑖
(𝑛,𝑚)

�̅�𝑖
(𝑛,𝑚)

𝑖∈𝑆𝑚

  . 
(4.1) 

𝜇𝑗
(𝑛,𝑚)

 was implemented as a 3D matrix, containing the most current estimate of the 𝜇 values for 

each voxel (note that for simplicity 𝜇 will be used in place of Δ𝜇 when describing the  

OSC-TV algorithm implementation). 𝜇𝑗
(𝑛,𝑚)

could not be simply initialized to 0 because then it 

would never be updated according to Eqn. (4.1). While 𝜇𝑗
(𝑛,𝑚)

 is often initialized to an FDK 

reconstructed data set as a starting point, to avoid any possible influence of artifacts from a FDK 

reconstruction,  𝜇𝑗
(𝑛,𝑚)

 initialized to a uniform data set with every voxel having a value of 

0.1cm-1. 𝑌𝑖  was assigned to be the pixel values from the post-irradiation projection images. 

�̅�𝑖
(𝑛,𝑚)

 is the calculated expected detector pixel values based on the attenuation of the current 

𝜇𝑗
(𝑛,𝑚)

 values for the 𝑛𝑡ℎ iteration and the 𝑚𝑡ℎ subset. �̅�𝑖
(𝑛,𝑚)

 is therefore also written as �̅�𝑖
(𝑛,𝑚)

=

𝑦𝑖𝑒
−𝑡𝑖

(𝑛,𝑚)

 (see Eqn. (3.20)), where 𝑦𝑖  was assigned to be the pixel values from the pre-irradiation 

projection images. 𝑡𝑖
(𝑛,𝑚) = ∑ 𝑥𝑗𝜇𝑗𝑗

(𝑛,𝑚)
 according to Eqn. (3.18), and represents the attenuation 

of ray i through the current  𝜇𝑗
(𝑛,𝑚)

 data set. Calculation of  𝑡𝑗
(𝑛,𝑚) was implemented as a forward 

projection operation, consisting of tracing the path of each ray through the 𝜇𝑗
(𝑛,𝑚)

 data set and 

https://github.com/DavidADeVries/Gyrfalcon-CT-Simulation-And-Reconstruction
https://github.com/DavidADeVries/Gyrfalcon-CT-Simulation-And-Reconstruction
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summing the path length and attenuation values for each voxel a ray would pass through. Lastly, 

the ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑖∈𝑆𝑚
 terms were implemented as a back projection operation. This consisted of taking the 

(𝑌�̅�
(𝑛,𝑚)

− 𝑌𝑖) or 𝑡𝑖
(𝑛,𝑚)

𝑌�̅�
(𝑛,𝑚)

 values within each ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑖∈𝑆𝑚
 term and “smearing” them back 

across the data set along voxels that each ray passed through. In the same fashion as the forward 

projection operation, this involved tracing the path of each ray through the 𝜇𝑗
(𝑛,𝑚)

 data set. 

The back and forward projection operations required for the implementation of the 

OSC-TV algorithm were both computationally intensive given the number of rays and voxels for 

each reconstruction. If these operations were implemented on the standard central processing unit 

(CPU) of the computer, each reconstruction using the OSC-TV would have taken multiple hours 

to complete, making this work impractical. To work around this limitation, the back and forward 

projection operations were implemented to be computed using the computer’s GPU instead of the 

CPU. To save on development time, open-source back and forward projection functions pre-

implemented for GPU use from the TIGRE package were adapted [Biguri et al., 2016]. 

Both the forward and back projection operations consist of many simple geometric 

calculations that can be computed in parallel to one another (that is, the result of tracing one ray is 

not dependent on another). GPUs consist of hundreds or thousands of computing cores that are 

only capable of performing these sorts of simple geometric calculations. CPUs can perform much 

more complex operations, but are currently limited to having a maximum of 16 or 32 computing 

cores in standard desktop computers. By being able to distribute the large forward and back 

projection operations on a GPU between up to 100× more computing cores than the CPU, each 

OSC-TV reconstruction was able to be completed in 30 minutes or less, depending on the 

parameters used. 

The TV step of the OSC-TV algorithm was implemented according to the Eqn. (3.14) and 

Eqn. (3.16) in Sect. 3.4, repeated here for convenience: 
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𝜇𝑛+1 = 𝜇𝑛 − 𝑐𝑑𝐴

𝜕‖𝜇‖𝑇𝑉
𝜕𝜇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘

√∑ (
𝜕‖𝜇‖𝑇𝑉
𝜕𝜇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘

)
2

𝑖,𝑗,𝑘

 

(4.2) 

𝜕‖𝜇‖𝑇𝑉

𝜕𝜇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
 was implemented directly according the approximation given in Eqn. (3.15). 𝑑𝐴 is defined 

as 𝑑𝐴 = √∑ (𝜇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
(𝑛)

− 𝜇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
(𝑛+1)

)𝑖,𝑗,𝑘

2
 according to Eqn. (3.17) and so was computed by saving the 

previous estimate of the 𝜇 distribution before updating it as the 𝜇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
(𝑛)

 values and then using the 

updated μ  distribution as 𝜇𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
(𝑛+1)

. 𝑐 was the TV minimization strength, and was set by the user. 

The computation of the TV gradient was also quite computationally intensive, and therefore was 

accelerated using the GPU to parallelize finding the TV gradient at each voxel. 

 The number of total iterations (OSC and TV steps), number of TV minimization 

iterations during the TV step (𝑛), TV minimization strength (𝑐), starting and final number of 

subsets (|𝑆|), and the reduction strategy of subsets during iterations could all be specified by the 

user within Gyrfalcon.  

4.1.4 OSC-TVFF Reconstruction Algorithm Implementation 

Based on the results given in Sect. 5.3, three novel variants of the OSC-TV algorithm were also 

developed and implemented to offer improved artifact reduction than the OSC-TV algorithm. 

Schematic representation of the OSC-TV algorithm and these three variants are given in Figure 

4.4. The first variant was the OSC-TV algorithm with flood fields, or OSC-TVFF algorithm. The 

OSC-TVFF algorithm featured the same general implementation as the FDKFF algorithm, except 

that instead of using the FDK algorithm to reconstruct the 𝜇𝑝𝑟𝑒 and 𝜇𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 distributions, the 

OSC-TV algorithm implementation outlined previously was used. 
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Figure 4.4: Schematic representations of the OSC-TV and OSC-TV variant algorithms. “RR” 

represents the identification of catheter rays for rejection from the reconstruction process. 
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4.1.5 OSC-TV
RR

 Reconstruction Algorithm Implementation 

The second variant of the OSC-TV algorithm implemented was the OSC-TV algorithm with ray 

rejection, or OSC-TV
RR

 algorithm. This novel algorithm featured the same implementation as the 

OSC-TV algorithm except that any rays that passed through the catheters within the gels would 

be rejected and not used in the OSC update step. To do this, binary maps known as “catheter 

masks” were created for each projection angle that were the same dimensions as the projection 

images. These masks consisted of only 1s and 0s, with 1s signifying rays that had passed through 

a catheter. During the OSC update step, the masks would be used to identify rays to be rejected 

from the computation. By removing these rays from the computation, it was hypothesized that 

any artifacts would be removed from the reconstructed data set since the projection data causing 

them was no longer being used. 

The only additional operation needed to be implemented for the OSC-TV
RR

 algorithm was 

the catheter mask creation algorithm. The masks were automatically created using an eight step 

algorithm (Figure 4.5). 

Figure 4.5: Flow chart of the eight step algorithm used to create the catheter masks for the ray 

rejection step in the OSC-TV
RR

 algorithm. 
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1. The algorithm started with the pre-irradiation projection images, as these images 

provided the highest contrast of the catheters against the gel (Figure 4.6a). These images 

were then thresholded, such that all pixels within the gel jar (excluding the jar edges) 

below a value of 15000 (based on the camera’s dynamic range of 0 to 65536) were set to 

be 1 (indicating a catheter pixel) and 0 otherwise (Figure 4.6b). This created the initial 

catheter mask. The threshold value of 15000 was based on analyzing the pre-irradiation 

Figure 4.6: Examples of results along the steps of the catheter mask creation algorithm, starting 

with a raw, pre-irradiation projection image (a), the image thresholded and filtered to produce a 

binary mask of the catheters (b), the binary mask dilated to account for errors (c), the middle 

slice of the data set created by back projecting all inverted binary masks (white represents more 

rays passing through a voxel, black represents no rays passing through a voxel) (d), the same 

slice thresholded and dilated to produce a binary mask of the catheters within the gel (e), and 

the final mask identifying the rays to reject by combining the first dilated binary mask (c) with 

the forward projection of the binary 3D mask of the catheters (f). 
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projection images of a control gel with no catheter inserted. The average value in the ROI 

for the control gel was approximately 19600 with a minimum of 17000 and so a threshold 

of 15000 was deemed appropriate to identify “non-gel” (catheter) pixels. 

2. The initial catheter masks were then filtered to remove any contiguous groups of “1s” 

that were less than 5000 pixels in size. Since a marked catheter would consist of at least 

10000 pixels, this filtering removed any contaminates that may have caused small areas 

of low pixel values in the projection images and would have otherwise been marked as 

catheters. 

3. The catheter masks were then dilated (thickened) such that areas of “1s” expanded into 

surrounding areas of “0s” (Figure 4.6c). This dilation was done to account for any shift of 

the catheters between the pre and post-irradiation projections, providing a binary mask to 

identify ray rejection pixels for both the pre and post-irradiation projections. 

4. It was important to also reject any rays that the reconstruction algorithm would interpret 

as passing through the catheters. To do this, the voxels containing the catheters first had 

to be identified. This was done by inverting the catheter masks from the previous step, 

such that the catheters were now “0s” surrounded by “1s” and back projecting these 

inverted masks onto an empty reconstruction data set. This produced a data set where a 

high voxel value represented a voxel that many rays passed through and a low or zero 

voxel value represented a voxel that few rays passed through. Since the rays identified in 

the projection images as passing through the catheters were removed from the back 

projection, voxels with low values were in the location of the catheters (Figure 4.6d). 

5. The back projection data set was then thresholded such that all voxels with low values 

were set to 1 (to indicate a voxel containing a catheter) and all other voxels set to 0, 

giving a 3D catheter mask (Figure 4.6e). 
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6. Similarly to the raw catheter masks being filtered in Step 2, the 3D catheter mask was 

also filtered to remove any small specks, leaving only the catheters within the mask. 

7. The 3D catheter mask was then used as a 𝜇 data set for a forward projection, producing 

calculated projection images of a data set with only catheters surrounded by empty space. 

All pixels in the projection images that were greater than 0 inferred that the rays traveling 

to those pixels must have passed through a catheter voxel and should be rejected from the 

reconstruction. Therefore the projection images were thresholded such that any value 

greater than 0 was set to a 1 and 0 otherwise, producing new set of catheter masks based 

on the OSC-TV forward projection model. 

8. These new catheter masks were then combined with the initial catheter masks with the 

“OR” operation to produce a final binary mask to label the rays to reject (Figure 4.6f). 

This completed the creation of the catheter masks. The catheter masks could be saved for each gel 

so that the catheter masks would only have to be created once if a series of reconstruction 

parameters were to be tested. 

4.1.6 OSC-TVFF
RR 

Reconstruction Algorithm Implementation 

The third variant of the OSC-TV algorithms combined the OSC-TVFF and OSC-TV
RR 

algorithms, 

and was called the OSC-TV with flood fields and ray rejection algorithm (OSC-TVFF
RR). The 

OSC-TVFF
RR consisted of performing the pre and post-irradiation attenuation distribution 

reconstructions separately in the same fashion as the FDKFF and OSC-TVFF algorithms. Each of 

these reconstructions used the OSC-TV
RR 

algorithm, effectively combining the OSC-TVFF and 

OSC-TV
RR 

algorithms. No additional algorithm implementation was therefore required. 

4.2 OSC-TV Reconstruction Algorithm Parameter Determination and Evaluation 

Before the OSC-TV, OSC-TVFF, OSC-TV
RR

, and OSC-TVFF
RR algorithms could be used for high 

dose rate (HDR) brachytherapy dosimetry, the algorithms first had to have their reconstruction 
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parameters determined and be evaluated for use with gel dosimeters with catheters inserted. To 

evaluate the performance of the algorithms for gels with catheters inserted, a set of gel 

irradiations and data set reconstructions experiments were required. These trials were performed 

using the procedure shown in Figure 4.7 without the optional steps shown. 

4.2.1 Gel Dosimeter Preparation 

For all the experiments performed, leuco crystal violet (LCV) micelle gels were prepared based 

on the recipe proposed by Babic et al. [Babic et al., 2009]. The recipe used consisted of 4w/w % 

gelatin, 1mM LCV, 25mM trichloroacetic acid, and 4mM Triton X-100 produced in 4L batches 

(producing four 1L jars of gel). LCV micelle gels were chosen for the trials because of their linear 

response to dose, dose rate and energy independence, and high spatial stability post-irradiation 

[Babic et al., 2009]. They are also simple to make in-house and in large batches. LCV micelle 

gels are also well matched for the optical CT read-out, as they are quite clear pre-irradiation and 

are not highly scattering post-irradiation [Babic et al., 2009]. 

 

Figure 4.7: Flow chart of gel scanning, planning, irradiation, and reconstruction. Steps labelled 

with * represent optional steps, such as x-ray CT scanning and planning, or multiple irradiations. 
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One disadvantage of using LCV micelle gels is their low sensitivity, requiring them to be 

irradiated at doses approximately 10 times higher than would be used clinically for patients. This 

is inconsequential for this work, as the results presented are to demonstrate the capabilities of 

HDR brachytherapy dosimetry in gels with a given amount and distribution of change in optical 

attenuation, Δ𝜇, not necessarily a certain amount of dose. For clinical use, a more dose sensitive 

gel could be used, though possible trade-offs of energy, dose rate dependence, or low spatial 

stability could occur [Nasr et al., 2015]. 

All gels were prepared in standard 1L jars that were compatible with the Vista 15 optical 

CT scanner used (Modus Medical Devices Inc., London, ON). The catheters inserted into the gels 

were ProGuide brachytherapy catheters (Elekta Ltd., Montreal, QC) with a 30cm length and 

1.65mm outer diameter. These catheters were used because they were of the same make of those 

used in many clinical applications and could be acquired at low cost. The catheters were inserted 

into the gels by suspending them within the empty gel jars and then pouring the liquid gel 

solution into the jars. The gel would then be refrigerated to allow the gel to set. Once the gel was 

set, the catheters would be held in place by the solidified gel. 

The catheters were suspended in the gel jars using two types of jigs. The first type 

allowed for suspending a single, centred catheter and was reusable (Figure 4.8a,b). The second 

type allowed for suspending multiple catheters in any geometry, but required the two plastic films 

used to hold the catheters to be replaced for each use (Figure 4.8d,e). When catheters were placed 

into the jigs, metal supports called obturators would be inserted into each catheter to give them 

rigidity. The jigs and obturators would be removed after the gel was set. The catheters used were 

too long to fit entirely inside of the 1L gel jars, requiring the catheters to be trimmed to allow the 

jar lid to close (Figure 4.8c,f). 
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4.2.2 Optical Computed Tomography Scanning 

The gels were scanned with the Vista 15 scanner pre and post-irradiation to collect the projection 

data needed to perform the data set reconstructions. The gels were scanned with the scanner’s 

amber 585nm light source in an 8w/w% propylene glycol water solution. This solution provided 

index of refraction matching between the gel and the tank to limit light ray refraction. All of the 

scans were acquired with the same imaging settings: 410 projection images per scan with three 

camera frames being averaged per projection image. Each projection image was acquired at 

0.177×0.177mm pixel resolution at an image size of 700×700 pixels. 

Figure 4.8: Preparation of gel dosimeters with catheters inserted. Single catheter 

and multiple catheter jigs are shown in (a,b) and (d,e), respectively. After the gel 

was set, the jigs were removed and the catheters trimmed (c,f). 
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The Vista 15 scanner used a stage with a clamp to hold a gel jar that was then rotated 

with a motor to collect the 410 projections of a gel. Each scan would begin with the stage in the 

same position and so it was important to position the gel in the clamp reproducibly. If a gel was 

positioned differently between the pre and post-irradiation scans, the projection data would be 

invalid and result in reconstruction errors. The gels were therefore positioned for each scan using 

visual markers that were placed on the jar lid and were aligned visually to the edge of one of the 

scanner’s rotary stage clamp jaws (Figure 4.9). 

 Flood field images were also acquired after each series of pre and post-irradiation scans 

performed on the Vista 15 scanner to account for any variability in the scanner from day to day 

(Figure 4.10). The flood fields images were required for the FDKFF, OSC-TVFF, and OSC-TVFF
RR 

algorithm reconstructions. To collect the flood field images, the tank of the scanner was filled 

completely with the 8w/w% propylene glycol solution (since no gel jar would be inserted) and a 

series of projection images were acquired using the same imaging parameters used for the pre and 

post-irradiation scans.  

4.2.3 External Beam Irradiations 

In order to evaluate the performance of the OSC-TV algorithms to reconstruct data sets from gels 

with catheters inserted, it was essential to have reliable control data set reconstructions to 

Figure 4.9: Placement of visual marker on a jar lid before the jar was 

aligned (a) and after it was aligned with the rotary stage clamp (b). 
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compare against. The use of radiochromic gels for external beam radiation therapy dosimetry has 

been well characterized and is known to be accurate. Therefore by preparing two gels from the 

same batch, one with one or more catheters inserted and one without any catheters, both could be 

given the identical external beam irradiation and the reconstructed data sets compared. The data 

set from the gel without any catheters inserted would be reconstructed with the gold-standard 

FDK algorithm and act as the control. The data set from the gel with the catheters inserted could 

be reconstructed with the FDK or OSC-TV algorithms with various parameters values. Any 

deviation of this “catheter data set” from the control data set would therefore be due to the 

presence of the catheters within the gel. This was the first controlled experiment to investigate the 

artifacts caused by the catheters during reconstruction. Since the inserted catheters were not 

necessarily water equivalent and contained a small volume of air, they could absorb dose 

differently than the surrounding gel. However, their small size would produce a negligible effect 

on the dose distribution measured by the gel dosimeter, and so this effect could be ignored.  

The external beam irradiations were performed on a Varian Clinac-6X (Varian Medical 

Systems, Inc., Palo Alta, CA) delivering a beam of 6MV photons at 600 monitor units per minute 

(MU/min). During the irradiations, each gel was placed at iso-centre upright on the couch (Figure 

Figure 4.10: Example projection images of a gel pre-irradiation (a), post-irradiation 

(b), and a matching flood field from the scanner (c). Image window set at 0 to 2
16

, 

the maximum range of the camera. 
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4.11a) and then irradiated with two 4cm × 15cm (at iso-centre) perpendicular beams (Figure 

4.11b,c) by setting the gantry to 90° and rotating the jar 90° between delivering the two beams.  

This beam geometry was chosen because of its simplicity to deliver, as well as the expected dose 

distribution having both shallow and sharp dose gradients, and low and high dose regions. This 

variation in the dose distribution instead of a simple uniform irradiation allowed for evaluation of 

the ability of the reconstruction algorithms to reconstruct varied dose distributions while also 

preventing artifacts. To ensure each gel was positioned identically, the vertical position of each 

gel was determined by setting the gantry to 0° and setting a source-to-surface distance (SSD) of 

90cm to the jar lid. The lateral and longitudinal position and rotation of each jar was set by using 

custom jar lids with an inscribed set of cross-hairs (Figure 4.11a). These cross-hairs were aligned 

to the linac room lasers to position the gel. These cross-hairs were also used as the visual marker 

for positioning the gels within the Vista 15 scanner. By doing this, the dose distributions 

reconstructed for each gel would be automatically aligned. 

Two independent variables were used to evaluate the performance of the reconstruction 

algorithms: the doses delivered to the gels and the geometry of catheters within the gels. To 

Figure 4.11: Alignment of gels for the external beam irradiation using custom lid with 

cross-hairs (a). Top and side views of the beam geometry are shown in (b) and (c). 

Beam shapes are exaggerated for clarity. 
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evaluate the effect dose had on the reconstructions, four doses were tested: 4Gy, 12Gy, 16Gy, and 

20Gy. These doses represent the dose at the centre of the gel with half of the dose delivered by 

each beam. The geometry of the catheters was held constant with each gel containing a single, 

centred catheter. 

To evaluate the effect of the geometry of the catheters on the reconstructions, four 

catheter geometries were tested: 1) a single, centred catheter, 2) a single, offset catheter, 3) a set 

of three inserted catheters, and 4) a set of five inserted catheters (Figure 4.12). The level of dose 

delivered to the gels was held constant at 16Gy. 

4.2.4 Reconstruction Algorithm Parameter Determination and Evaluation 

Before the performance of the four OSC-TV algorithms could be evaluated, the reconstruction 

parameters to use with each had to be first determined. The three parameters that were determined 

for each of the OSC-TV algorithms were: 

1. |𝑆|: the starting and ending number of subsets used during each iteration. The values 

tested were [137..9], [69..4], [32..2], and [10..2], where the first number in each set 

represents the number of subsets used for the first iteration and the second number 

represents the number of subsets for the last iteration. The number of subsets used for the 

remaining iterations was calculated using the reduction equation given in Eqn. (3.23). 

 

Figure 4.12: Top view of the four catheter geometries used to evaluate the performance of the 

reconstruction algorithms. 
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2. 𝑐: the strength of the TV minimization regularization within the OSC-TV algorithm. The 

values tested were 0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.05, and 0.1. 

3. 𝑛: the total number of iterations used for the OSC-TV reconstruction. The values tested 

were 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25. 

The parameters of the OSC-TV algorithms that were pre-determined were the number of TV 

minimization iterations (set to 20) and the subsets reduction power (set to 0.5). The choice of the 

values for these parameters were based on the previous study by Dekker et al. [Dekker et al., 

2017]. 

 To determine the set of parameters (|𝑆|, 𝑐, and 𝑛) for each algorithm, ideally each 

combination of the |𝑆|, 𝑐, and 𝑛 values would be tested for a reconstruction and the results 

compared. The combination of parameters that produced the data set with the fewest artifacts 

without blurring out details in the data set would then be chosen to be used. This process would 

have required 100 reconstructions to be performed per algorithm (400 in total). To reduce this 

number, first all combinations of the |𝑆| and 𝑐 values being tested were used to perform a 

reconstruction (20 reconstructions per algorithm) with 𝑛 set to 10. After a set of |𝑆| and 𝑐 values 

were found, all values of 𝑛 would be used for a reconstruction (5 reconstructions per algorithm) 

and a n value chosen. The external beam experiment chosen to test the parameters with was the 

16Gy, single catheter experiment. This dose and catheter geometry was chosen because it was the 

common experiment between both the dose and catheter geometries experiments groups. 

 In order to evaluate the relative performance of each reconstruction, two methods were 

used. First, qualitative inspection of slices from the reconstructed data sets were extracted and 

viewed. Secondly, quantitative performance metrics designed to capture the accuracy of the 

reconstructed data set and the level of artifacts within the data set were extracted with automated 

analysis implemented in MATLAB. These metrics could then be collected for the catheter data 

sets reconstructed by the FDK and OSC-TV algorithms and then compared between the 
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algorithms and the control data set. The six performance metrics collected for the reconstructed 

data sets were: 

1. Δ𝜇̅̅̅̅
𝑅𝑂𝐼: the average Δ𝜇 voxel value in a relatively uniform region of interest (ROI). This 

metric would ensure that a reconstructed data set did not have systematically high or low 

Δμ values, which would suggest an error in reconstruction. 

2. 𝜎𝑅𝑂𝐼: the standard deviation in the Δ𝜇 voxel values in a relatively uniform ROI. High 

𝜎𝑅𝑂𝐼 values would suggest high amounts of noise and artifacts within a reconstruction. 

3. ∇̅𝑅𝑂𝐼: the average absolute image gradient value in a relatively uniform ROI. The image 

gradient is measured between voxels and is high where there are steep value changes 

between adjacent voxels. Within a relatively uniform ROI, the image gradient would be 

expected to be low, whereas the presence of artifacts would raise ∇̅𝑅𝑂𝐼. 

4. Δ̅𝑅𝑂𝐼: the average absolute difference between a catheter data set and control data set in a 

relatively uniform ROI. By comparing the catheter data set to the control data set, both 

inaccurate reconstructions and the presence of artifacts would lead to higher Δ̅𝑅𝑂𝐼 values. 

5. 𝑑𝑅𝑂𝐼: the average length of a large Δ𝜇 gradient across the slices of a ROI. 𝑑𝑅𝑂𝐼 is 

measured by finding the geometrical distance between the 95% and 5% levels of a Δ𝜇 

gradient, as shown in Figure 4.13c. 𝑑𝑅𝑂𝐼 values would increase if a Δ𝜇 gradient was 

being incorrectly blurred out by a reconstruction algorithm. 

6. 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑛: the time the reconstruction algorithm took to be computed, known as the run-time. 

For ease of use, lower run-times are desirable. 

The first four metrics were collected over three ROIs for each reconstructed data set. Each ROI 

consisted of the square uniform area made by the intersection of the two external radiation beams 

in the axial plane (Figure 4.13b) and 64 slices in the transverse plane (Figure 4.13a). The three 

ROIs were aligned vertically atop one another, giving bottom, middle, and top ROIs for each data 

set (Figure 4.13a). These three ROIs would be used to also assess the consistency of the metric 
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values across the entire reconstructed data set. Any voxels containing the catheters were also 

removed from these ROIs to provide a valid comparison between the control and catheter data 

sets, since it would not be expected for any reconstruction algorithm to recover Δ𝜇 values within 

the catheters themselves. 

 After using these metrics to determine the parameters for the OSC-TV algorithms, all of 

the data sets from the external beam dose and catheter geometry experiments were reconstructed 

using the FDK and OSC-TV algorithms. Axial slices of the reconstructed data sets and the 

performance metrics collected in the optimization procedure were used to evaluate the ability of 

the reconstruction algorithms to reconstruct artifact free data sets. 

4.3 High Dose Rate Brachytherapy Gel Dosimetry 

After the OSC-TV algorithms were evaluated for use in removing artifacts from catheters in 

reconstructed data sets, algorithms that produced acceptable reconstruction results were used to 

reconstruct gel data sets for HDR brachytherapy irradiations. The HDR brachytherapy irradiation 

experiments were conducted very similarly to the previous external beam trials in terms of gel 

Figure 4.13: Visualization of ROIs for measuring Δ𝜇̅̅̅̅
𝑅𝑂𝐼, 𝜎𝑅𝑂𝐼, ∇̅𝑅𝑂𝐼, and Δ̅𝑅𝑂𝐼  for 

reconstructed Δ𝜇 distributions. The vertical positioning of the bottom, middle, and top 

ROIs are given in (a) and the axial positioning of the ROIs (dashed lines) and 𝑑𝑅𝑂𝐼 profile 

(solid arrow) are given in (b). An illustrative example of a 𝑑𝑅𝑂𝐼 profile and the 95% to 5% 

distance measurement is given in (c). 
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preparation, optical CT scanning, and analysis techniques. Some key differences and additional 

steps needed for the HDR brachytherapy experiments are outlined below and in the flow chart in 

Figure 4.7. 

4.3.1 Gel Dosimeter Preparation 

The gel dosimeters for the brachytherapy trials were prepared according to the same methods in 

Sect. 4.2.1. Since the radiation would be delivered to the gels via the catheters for the HDR 

irradiations, the catheters would have to be connected to the Flexitron HDR afterloader used 

(Elekta Ltd., Montreal, QC). The Flexitron HDR afterloader was connected to the catheters using 

transfer tubes that required 2.5cm of catheter to connect to. Since the ProGuide catheters had to 

be trimmed to close the jar lid, this 2.5cm length of catheter would have to be within the jar and 

so the level of the gel within the jar was kept low enough to provide enough length of the catheter 

protruding from the gel surface. 

For the reasons discussed in the results (Sect. 5.5), a second set of brachytherapy 

irradiations were completed with the OncoSmart Comfort Catheter system (Elekta Ltd., Montreal, 

QC). The OncoSmart system consisted of an outer catheter of diameter 1.78mm that could be cut 

to any length. An inner catheter that would be connected to the HDR afterloader, of diameter 

1.44mm and 24cm in length, was inserted into the outer catheter for the irradiation. The inner 

catheters were inserted into the outer catheters in a reproducible way by using a set of fixed 

connectors. The OncoSmart catheters allowed for the shortened outer catheters to remain within 

the gels when the gels were scanned in the optical CT scanner. The longer inner catheters were 

then inserted during irradiation, providing an easier method to connect the transfer tubes. The 

OncoSmart catheters were only available as a full sterile, clinical set, and so were more expensive 

than the ProGuide catheters used in the first set of HDR trials. 
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In total, seven HDR experiments were performed: four irradiations with ProGuide 

catheters and three with OncoSmart catheters. The catheter geometries and treatment plans used 

for each were: 

1. One ProGuide catheter with a single dwell position 

2. One ProGuide catheter with five dwell positions 

3. Two ProGuide catheters with five dwell positions per catheter 

4. Four ProGuide catheters with a simulated patient irradiation 

5. One OncoSmart catheter with a single dwell position 

6. One OncoSmart catheter with five dwell positions 

7. Four OncoSmart catheters with a simulated patient irradiation. 

For irradiations 1-3 and 5-6, the dwell times of the source at each dwell position was set in order 

to deliver 80Gy at approximately 0.5cm from the catheter. For irradiations 4 and 7, the treatment 

plan was designed to simulate a patient irradiation, featuring many closely spaced dwell positions 

at various dwell times. 

 In addition to the gel dosimeters prepared with catheters inserted, one gel dosimeter from 

each batch of gel was prepared without any catheters to be used for dose calibration. The 

calibration process is discussed further in Sect. 4.3.6. 

4.3.2 Optical Computed Tomography Scanning 

The gel dosimeters were scanned according to the same method given in Sect. 4.2.2. The only 

difference in the method for the brachytherapy trials was the addition of six optical fiducial 

markers to each gel jar after the pre-irradiation scan. These fiducial markers would then be 

present in the post-irradiation scan and not the pre-irradiation scan, resulting in a marker of large 

Δ𝜇 in the reconstructed data set. These markers would be used to align the reconstructed dose 

distributions with the expected dose distributions for the irradiations delivered. To minimize the 
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effect of the markers on the reconstructed distributions, the markers were placed near the top and 

bottom of the gel jars but still within the field of view of the optical CT scanner. 

4.3.3 High Dose Rate Brachytherapy Treatment Planning 

Before irradiating the gel dosimeters, a treatment plan for each gel had to be made. The treatment 

plan would instruct the HDR afterloader how far along each catheter to insert the source for each 

dwell position and the dwell time for each position. By also knowing the treatment plan, the 

expected dose distribution could be calculated, providing a comparison for the gel dosimeter 

measurements. The expected dose calculations were calculated according to American 

Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM) Task Group (TG) 43 protocol [Rivard, 2004]. The 

TG-43 protocol models the HDR source as a line source and uses source characterization data to 

determine the dose rate distribution around the source in 3D space. To calculate the dose for an 

entire treatment plan, the dose rate distribution for a single source can placed at each dwell 

position and multiplied by the dwell time to give the dose from each dwell position. These doses 

from each dwell position can then be super-imposed to give the dose for the entire treatment plan. 

 HDR brachytherapy treatment plans are created through a process aptly known as 

treatment planning. The first step of treatment planning was to localize each catheter in 3D space 

within the gels using x-ray CT. After the gels had their pre-irradiation optical CT completed and 

optical fiducial markers added, they were scanned with a Phillips Big-Bore CT scanner (Philips 

Medical Systems, Cleveland, OH) with 1mm slice thickness and 0.3mm×0.3mm pixels. Before 

the scan, metal BBs were placed over the optical fiducial markers (Figure 4.14a). These BBs 

would appear in the x-ray CT data set, allowing the data set to be registered (aligned) to the 

optical CT data set. The expected dose distribution is generated with respect to the CT data set 

and so could therefore also be registered to the reconstructed optical CT dose distribution. 

Guidewires were inserted into each catheter before the scan (Figure 4.14b,c). These 

guidewires served two purposes. First, they were highly attenuating of x-rays, and so they gave 
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the catheters high contrast in the x-ray CT data set. Second, they could be used to accurately 

measure the distance from the end of the catheter to any position along the catheter (Figure 

4.15a). The guidewires were manufactured specifically for the catheters used and were therefore 

of a set length with a stopper on one end of the guidewire. Therefore, a guidewire could be 

inserted into a catheter as far as possible and the distance from the end of the catheter to the tip of 

the guidewire would be well known (for example, 23.4cm for the OncoSmart catheters). The tip 

of the guidewire was also designed to have high contrast in x-ray CT and so could be easily 

identified in the x-ray CT data set. 

After collecting the x-ray CT dataset, it was then imported into the brachytherapy 

treatment planning system (TPS), Oncentra Brachytherapy (Elekta Ltd., Montreal, QC). Within 

the TPS, the location of each catheter in the x-ray CT dataset would be manually selected or 

“tracked” by identifying a series of points along each catheter in the data set. While the catheter 

tracking would localize any point along the catheter in 3D space, it would not be known how far 

along the length of the catheter any point would be. This is important to know because the HDR 

afterloader works with an effective 1D coordinate system for each catheter that describes the 

position of the source along the catheter. Let this distance be expressed as 𝑑. The origin of the 

afterloader’s 1D coordinate system (𝑑 = 0𝑐𝑚) is then set to be where the transfer tube that 

shuttles the source from afterloader to the catheter attaches to the afterloader (Figure 4.15b). The 

transfer tube is of a known length (100cm for the transfer tubes used for these experiments), and 

so it is known that the protruding end of the catheter is at 𝑑 = 100𝑐𝑚. The challenge is to then 

relate a distance 𝑑 > 100𝑐𝑚 to a 3D point within the x-ray data set. This is where the known 

length of the guidewire tip from the end of the catheter is used. By knowing the length of the 

guidewire (23.4𝑐𝑚), the position of the tip in the afterloader’s 1D coordinate system is also 

known (𝑑 = 123.4𝑐𝑚). Coupling this with the 3D coordinates of the guidewire tip and the rest of 

the catheter, the 3D coordinates of any point along the catheter can then be expressed as a  
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Figure 4.14: X-ray CT imaging of gels for the HDR trials. Metal BBs were placed over the 

optical fiducial markers (a) and guidewires were inserted into the ProGuide catheters (b) or 

OncoSmart catheters (c) before scanning. 

Figure 4.15: Schematic of the catheter and guidewire system (a) and the HDR afterloader’s 1D 

coordinate system along the transfer tube and catheter (b). Also shown is the outer and inner 

catheter system of the OncoSmart catheter system. 
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distance, 𝑑, along the afterloader’s 1D coordinate system. By being able to transform points 

between the afterloader’s 1D coordinate system and 3D space, a treatment plan could be 

developed in 3D space and the expected dose calculated and exported. The treatment plan was 

then exported to the afterloader for delivery of the irradiation. 

4.3.4 High Dose Rate Brachytherapy Irradiations 

To deliver the HDR brachytherapy irradiations, each gel was held within a custom acrylic 

phantom (Figure 4.16a-b) to both secure the gels in place and to offer a near water equivalent 

surrounding for the gel, which the TG-43 dose calculation assumes. Each catheter in the gels was 

then connected to the HDR afterloader via the transfer tubers. For the ProGuide catheters, the 

transfer tubes were connected very close to the gel surface because the catheters had to be 

trimmed in order to allow the gel jar lid to close (Figure 4.16c). For the OncoSmart catheters, the 

ability to insert the longer inner catheters into the trimmed outer catheters allowed the catheters to 

be connected much farther (10-15cm) from the gel surface (Figure 4.16c). The connector between 

the catheters and the transfer tubes was a machined metal mechanism which was heavy enough to 

possibly tear the gel and shift the catheters’ positions if unsupported. To prevent this, a retort 

stand was used to support the transfer tube connectors and relieve any strain on the gel (Figure 

4.16). After connecting the catheters to the afterloader, the treatment plan would be delivered by 

the afterloader using a Flexisource Ir-192 HDR source (Elekta Ltd., Montreal, QC). Once the 

irradiation was complete, the catheters would be disconnected from the afterloader and the post-

irradiation optical CT of the gel would be acquired.  

4.3.5 Gel Dosimeter Calibration Irradiations 

In order to compare the reconstructed change in optical attenuation distributions (Δ𝜇 ) from the 

gels to the expected TPS dose distributions, the Δ𝜇 values needed to be calibrated. To provide 

this calibration, the calibration gel from each batch of gel was irradiated with a well-characterized 

beam of electrons from a linear accelerator. Since the gels used respond linearly to dose, the Δ𝜇 
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distribution of the calibration gels could be reconstructed and compared to the expected dose 

from the electron beam to give a calibration function between Δ𝜇 and dose. The calibration gels 

were irradiated with 8000MU of 12MeV electrons from above with a Varian Clinac 2100 (Varian 

Medical Systems, Inc., Palo Alta, CA) with a 6cm×6cm square applicator at SSD = 100cm 

measured from the surface of the gel (with jar lid removed) (Figure 4.17). 

 

Figure 4.16: HDR brachytherapy irradiations of gels. The gels were held within an 

acrylic phantom and then connected to the afterloader via transfer cables supported by 

a retort stand (a) and (b). The cut ProGuide catheters required a connection of the 

transfer cable closer to the gel (c), whereas the OncoSmart catheters could be 

connected to the transfer cable much farther from the gel (d). 
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4.3.6  Gel Dosimeter Reconstruction, Calibration, Registration, and Analysis 

After all irradiations and optical CT scans of the gels were completed, the Δ𝜇 distributions were 

reconstructed using the FDK and OSC-TV algorithms. The Δ𝜇 distributions were then calibrated 

and registered to the expected TPS dose distributions using the 3D Slicer software 

(www.slicer.org) with the open-source Gel Dosimetry module workflow added [Alexander et al., 

2018]. 

 The first step of the analysis workflow for a gel was to import the x-ray CT data set of the 

gel, the expected dose distribution calculated by the TPS (in DICOM format), and the 

reconstructed Δ𝜇 distributions from the irradiated gel and accompanying calibration gel (in VFF 

format). With the data imported, first the TPS dose distribution was registered to the gel Δ𝜇 

distribution. This was completed by identifying the metal BB fiducials in the x-ray CT data set 

(Figure 4.18a) and the optical fiducials in the gel Δ𝜇 distribution (Figure 4.18b). With the same 

fiducials identified in both the x-ray CT and gel data sets, the geometrical transform to align the 

Figure 4.17: Irradiation of gel with an 

electron beam for gel dosimetry calibration. 

 

http://www.slicer.org/
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fiducials could be calculated and then applied to the x-ray CT data set and Δ𝜇 distribution to 

register them. The expected dose distribution was given relative to the x-ray CT data set by the 

TPS, allowing the TPS dose distribution to also be registered to the gel Δ𝜇 distribution.  

 The gel Δ𝜇 distribution was then calibrated using the calibration gel Δ𝜇 distribution and 

the expected electron beam data. Within the 3D Slicer Gel Dosimetry module, this calibration is 

achieved by extracting the Δ𝜇 values along the central vertical axis of the calibration gel. The 

expected dose values along this central axis are then derived from the expected electron beam 

data. Both the expected dose values and Δ𝜇 values were then plotted against depth. The curves 

Figure 4.18: Using the 3D Slicer Gel Dosimetry module to identify fiducials in an x-

ray CT data set (a) and a gel Δ𝜇 data set (b), as well as finding the dose calibration 

function by aligning the Δ𝜇 and expected dose vs. depth curves for the calibration gel 

(c) and then finding the linear regression between Δ𝜇 and dose. 
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were then manually aligned using a user interface within the module (Figure 4.18c). With the 

curves aligned, a series of dose and Δ𝜇 pairs were extracted, plotted, and then fitted with a linear 

regression (Figure 4.18d). This linear regression provided the calibration function to convert the 

brachytherapy irradiation gel’s Δ𝜇 distribution into a dose distribution. After applying this 

calibration function, the TPS dose distribution and gel calibrated dose distribution could then be 

compared. 

 The gel dose distributions were analyzed using extracted slices of the distributions that 

were then compared to the expected dose distributions visually and with line profiles taken 

through and near the catheters. Most of the quantitative metrics used with the external beam trials 

could not be used for the brachytherapy dose distributions due to the steep dose gradients from 

the brachytherapy irradiations not providing any ROIs with relatively uniform dose values. 

Without uniform dose values, the Δ𝜇̅̅̅̅
𝑅𝑂𝐼, 𝜎𝑅𝑂𝐼, and Δ̅𝑅𝑂𝐼 metrics would be insensitive to the 

presence of artifacts. The average image gradient, ∇̅𝑅𝑂𝐼, would remain sensitive to artifacts since 

the image gradients due to artifacts are much steeper than those due to the brachytherapy 

irradiations. Instead of using cubic ROIs to compute ∇̅𝑅𝑂𝐼 over, as with the external beam trials, 

cylindrical ROIs were used. Each cylindrical ROI was 80mm in diameter and 32mm (64 slices) 

high and positioned to be centred within the gel jars. 
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Chapter 5 

Results and Discussion 

A series of experiments were performed to characterize and remove the streak artifacts created in 

gel dosimeter data set reconstructions by inserted catheters, as described in the previous chapter. 

The results of these experiments are presented here, beginning with the characterization of the 

artifacts produced in data set reconstructions performed by the Feldkamp-Davis-Kress (FDK) 

algorithm for gels with catheters inserted. Based on these results, the implementations of the FDK 

algorithm with flood fields (FDKFF), Ordered Subsets Convex algorithm with Total Variation 

minimization regularization (OSC-TV), OSC-TV with flood fields (OSC-TVFF), OSC-TV with 

ray rejection (OSC-TV
RR

), and OSC-TV with flood fields and ray rejection (OSC-TVFF
RR) were 

evaluated (see Figure 4.4 for algorithm schematics). The results of evaluating the algorithms’ 

artifact removal capabilities are then presented. As will be shown in this chapter, a set of 

OSC-TV algorithms were found to be able to reconstruct artifact-free data sets from gels with 

catheters inserted. The results of using these reconstruction algorithms for HDR brachytherapy 

gel dosimetry are then also reported at the end of this chapter. 

5.1 Characterization of Catheter Artifacts in FDK Reconstructions 

The results from the external beam trials outlined in Sect. 4.2 are first used to characterize the 

artifacts produced by the catheters in the gel data sets reconstructed by the standard FDK 

reconstruction algorithm. The effect of the catheters is evaluated by comparing the reconstructed 

data sets of the control gels (gels without catheter inserted) against the catheter gels (gels with 

catheter inserted). Both the control gels and catheter gels received matched irradiations via 

external beam radiation. 

As shown in Figure 5.1, there are significant streak artifacts in data sets of gels with a 

single catheter inserted and are visible at all doses. Display window/level settings make visually 
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evaluating the effect of the artifacts difficult, as changing the window/level can wash out the 

artifacts. To provide a more concrete quantitative evaluation of the artifacts, four metrics are 

collected for a square region of interest (ROI) containing the area where both beams of radiation 

crossed. The four metrics are: the mean (Δ𝜇̅̅̅̅
𝑅𝑂𝐼), standard deviation (𝜎𝑅𝑂𝐼), mean of the gradient 

(∇̅𝑅𝑂𝐼), and mean of the absolute difference between the control and catheter data sets (Δ̅𝑅𝑂𝐼) (see 

Sect. 4.2.4). The values of the four metrics are given for both the control and catheter data sets at 

the four doses tested (4Gy, 12Gy, 16Gy, and 20Gy) in Figure 5.2. The artifacts do not alter the 

Δ𝜇̅̅̅̅
𝑅𝑂𝐼 values since the artifacts produce both positive and negative changes of voxels within the 

ROI. The artifacts do increase the 𝜎𝑅𝑂𝐼, ∇̅𝑅𝑂𝐼, and Δ̅𝑅𝑂𝐼 values, identifying them as informative 

metrics for artifact level quantification. In particular, ∇̅𝑅𝑂𝐼 offers a very sensitive metric to the 

level of artifacts when compared against the control. It is also clear that there is no general trend 

between the dose delivered to a gel and the amount of artifacts present in the reconstruction, 

suggesting that the severity of the artifacts is dependent on another factor. It is hypothesized that 

the reproducibility of positioning the gel jars within the Vista 15 scanner is linked to the artifact 

severity. This is investigated in Sect. 5.2.1. 

 The same analysis is provided for the gels with the four different catheter geometries 

outlined in Sect. 4.2.1. As shown in Figure 5.3, a single catheter produces a similar amount of 

artifacts whether it is centred or offset from the central axis. The amount of artifacts increases as 

more catheters are added, with streak artifacts radiating outwards from each catheter. Analyzing 

the artifacts quantitatively, Figure 5.4 presents the metric values for the four catheter geometries. 

From Figure 5.4b-c it is clear that the 𝜎𝑅𝑂𝐼 and ∇̅𝑅𝑂𝐼 values increase with an increased number of 

catheters, demonstrating the presence of more artifacts for multiple catheters when compared to a 

single catheter. The 𝜎𝑅𝑂𝐼 and ∇̅𝑅𝑂𝐼 values also show that the level of artifacts between a central 

and offset catheter do not largely differ. 
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Figure 5.1: Middle axial slices taken from the FDK reconstructed data sets for gels receiving 

different doses. Image window/level set according to the minimum and maximum Δμ values in 

the control slices. 

Figure 5.2: Comparison of  Δ𝜇̅̅̅̅
𝑅𝑂𝐼 (a), 𝜎𝑅𝑂𝐼 (b), ∇̅𝑅𝑂𝐼 (c), and Δ̅𝑅𝑂𝐼 (d) for gels with a single 

inserted catheter irradiated to different doses. 
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of  Δ𝜇̅̅̅̅
𝑅𝑂𝐼 (a), 𝜎𝑅𝑂𝐼 (b), ∇̅𝑅𝑂𝐼 (c), and Δ̅𝑅𝑂𝐼 (d) for gels with different 

catheter geometries irradiated to the same dose (16Gy). 

Figure 5.3: Middle axial slices taken from the FDK reconstructed data sets for gels receiving the 

same dose (16Gy) with different catheter geometries. Image window/level set according to the 

control slices. 
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5.2 Artifact Reduction using the FDKFF Reconstruction Algorithm 

The previous results show the clear effect of the catheters producing streak artifacts within the 

reconstructed data sets. What is less clear is why there is a large variability in the amount of 

artifacts for the single catheter experiments with no perceivable trend. As concluded in the 

previous section, there is likely another factor that determines the severity of the artifacts within a 

reconstructed data set. It is hypothesized that misalignment of the catheters between the pre and 

post-irradiation images also contribute to the level of artifacts.  

Given the results in the previous section, the single catheter 12Gy and 16Gy trials are 

chosen as representative samples to be analyzed further. These two trials are chosen because they 

both had shared similar experimental conditions, but yet have very different levels of artifacts in 

their reconstructed data sets. The projection data for these trials is analyzed first to investigate the 

cause of the different levels of artifacts in the reconstructed data sets. Based on this analysis, the 

results of using the FDKFF reconstruction algorithm described in Sect. 4.1.2 are analyzed. 

5.2.1 Possible Cause of Artifacts 

As reported above, the 12Gy and 16Gy single catheter reconstructed data sets showed a large 

difference in their amount of artifacts, and so the projection images from these two experiments 

are analyzed to uncover the reason for this unexpected difference.  

 Figure 5.5 shows that the pre and post-irradiation projection images of the two 

experiments appear nearly identical except for the expected higher optical attenuation from the 

gel irradiated to 16Gy. As described in Sect.3.1, data set reconstructions are performed with the 

natural logarithm of the pre and post-irradiation images, written as ln (𝐼0/𝐼). When examining the 

ln (𝐼0/𝐼) images for the 12Gy and 16Gy experiments (Figure 5.5), it is clear that: 1) the catheter is 

still visible in the ln (𝐼0/𝐼) images, and 2) the catheter is more visible in the 12Gy experiment 

ln (𝐼0/𝐼) image. These images are also examined quantitatively in Figure 5.6 by using line  
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Figure 5.5: Pre and post-irradiation projection images from the 12Gy and 16Gy single 

catheter experiments. The 𝑙𝑛 of the ratio of the pre (𝐼0) and post (𝐼) images is given, 

representing the data the FDK reconstruction algorithm takes as input. The insets show 

the higher degree of mismatch between the pre and post-irradiation images for the 12Gy 

trial. 

 

Figure 5.6: Line profiles of 50 pixels across the middle of the catheter in the 12Gy trial 

projection images (a), 16Gy projection images (b), and the ln(𝐼0/𝐼) images (c). 
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profiles across the catheters. These profiles demonstrate that the catheters are not in alignment 

between the pre and post-irradiation images. Furthermore, the catheters are farther out of 

alignment for the gel irradiated to 12Gy, suggesting a possible reason for the higher level of 

artifacts observed in this gel’s reconstructed data set. It was hypothesized that this misalignment 

could be a cause of the observed artifacts. 

The profiles in Figure 5.6a,b also demonstrate that the rays that pass through the catheters 

are heavily attenuated, resulting in low detector counts at the camera. The low detector counts are 

a sign of photon starvation. Photon starvation combined with light scatter and detector noise 

within the Vista 15 scanner system could possibly cause artifacts. The low detector counts are 

also within the non-linear region of the camera’s response, which could lead to further errors 

during reconstruction. 

5.2.2 Characterization of Catheter Artifacts in FDKFF Reconstructed Data Sets 

To test the hypothesis that the misalignment of the catheters contributed to the observed artifacts, 

the FDK with flood fields (FDKFF) reconstruction algorithm was implemented. As described in 

Sect. 4.1.2, the FDKFF algorithm used the same implementation of the FDK algorithm used 

previously, except instead of reconstructing the change in optical attenuation (Δ𝜇) distribution for 

a gel directly (as is usually done), the optical attenuation distributions of the gel before and after 

irradiation (𝜇𝑝𝑟𝑒 and 𝜇𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡) were reconstructed separately by using only the pre or post 

irradiation projection images for each reconstruction, along with flood fields from the optical CT 

scanner. The Δμ distribution would then be found by taking 𝜇𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 − 𝜇𝑝𝑟𝑒. By separating the pre 

and post-irradiation projection images into separate reconstruction computations, no catheter 

misalignment would be possible and so the hypothesis would be tested. 

 The single catheter 12 Gy trial was used as the test case for the FDKFF algorithm. The 

FDKFF algorithm was first used to reconstruct the control gel from the 12 Gy trial. As shown in 

Figure 5.7, the 𝜇𝑝𝑟𝑒 and 𝜇𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 distributions were reconstructed successfully using the flood field 
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images with the standard pre and post-irradiation projection images. By taking the difference of 

the two distributions, the Δ𝜇 distribution is found, and then compared to the Δ𝜇 distribution found 

using the standard FDK reconstruction algorithm. The difference between the two Δ𝜇 

distributions is shown in the “FDK - FDKFF” difference map in Figure 5.7. As can be seen, there 

is very little difference between the two distributions, with an average absolute difference of 

2.50 × 10−8 𝑐𝑚−1. This suggests the FDK and FDKFF algorithms are equivalent for 

reconstructing data sets of gels with no catheters.  

  The FDKFF algorithm results from reconstructing the 12 Gy trial catheter gel are shown 

in the bottom row of Figure 5.7. As seen in the 𝜇𝑝𝑟𝑒 and 𝜇𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 axial slices of the reconstructed 

distributions, eliminating the effect of the catheter misalignment does not successfully remove the 

artifacts from these initial distributions, but rather increased the amount of artifacts. The artifacts 

present in the 𝜇𝑝𝑟𝑒 and 𝜇𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 axial slices have the same characteristics as photon starvation 

artifacts observed in the field of x-ray computed tomography [Barrett et al., 2004; Boas et al., 

2012]. This would stand to reason as the catheters are highly attenuating, and so would cause 

photon starvation at the camera detector of the optical CT scanner as observed. 

Figure 5.7: Axial slices of the results from the FDKFF
⬚  reconstruction algorithm and 

comparison to the standard FDK algorithm. 
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Unexpectedly, the Δ𝜇 distribution found from the 𝜇𝑝𝑟𝑒 and 𝜇𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 distributions has fewer 

artifacts than the 𝜇𝑝𝑟𝑒 and 𝜇𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 distributions. It therefore appears that the artifacts in the 𝜇𝑝𝑟𝑒 

and 𝜇𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 distributions cancel each other out to some degree, reducing the overall effect of the 

photon starvation artifacts in each distribution. This suggests that if the 𝜇𝑝𝑟𝑒 and 𝜇𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 

distributions are approximately aligned during subtraction, the effect of the photon starvation 

artifacts can be partially reduced.  

The Δ𝜇 distributions of the gel with catheter inserted produced by the FDK and FDKFF 

algorithms are also compared in Figure 5.7. As can be seen, the distributions are nearly identical, 

with an average absolute difference of 2.52 × 10−8 𝑐𝑚−1. Compared to the mean value of the 

reconstructed distribution of 1.72 × 10−2 𝑐𝑚−1, this difference was negligible, and therefore it 

was concluded that the FDKFF algorithm offered the identical results to the FDK algorithm, 

though the FDKFF algorithm provided critical insights into the cause of the artifacts observed in 

the FDK reconstructed distributions. It also points to the fact that the FDK reconstruction 

algorithm is linear, that is that, 

 
𝐹𝐷𝐾(𝐴 + 𝐵)  =  𝐹𝐷𝐾(𝐴) +  𝐹𝐷𝐾(𝐵) . (5.1) 

This fact guarantees that no combination of FDK reconstructions with different schemes of 

projection images would result in a change in the reconstructed distribution. 

In conclusion, the investigation of the cause of the streak artifacts using the FDKFF 

reconstruction algorithm revealed that the streak artifacts are likely originally caused by photon 

starvation at the camera detector of the optical CT. The level of artifacts is reduced by using both 

the pre and post-irradiation projection images during reconstruction, though if the projection 

images are misaligned, the amount of artifact reduction is lowered. It is unclear if a very low level 

of misalignment would result in complete removal of the artifacts, though this cannot be tested 

with the Vista 15 scanner, since a high degree of precision in inserting the gel into the scanner is 

required. Ideally this degree of precision would be at least the resolution of the camera. For the 
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Vista 15 scanner the degree of precision would be 0.177mm, which is not achievable given the 

visual alignment of the gels within the scanner. The results of this investigation and the FDKFF 

algorithm were not completely unexpected, but they were included for completeness to 

characterize the artifacts present and to provide a deeper understanding of their cause. 

5.3 Artifact Reduction using the OSC-TV Reconstruction Algorithm 

Given that streak artifact reduction was concluded to not be possible with the FDKFF algorithm, 

using the OSC-TV algorithm (see Sect. 4.1.3) was investigated to reduce or remove the artifacts. 

Before the OSC-TV algorithm could be evaluated, its reconstruction parameters had to be 

determined for use with the Vista 15 scanner and radiochromic gel data set reconstructions with 

catheters. The parameters to determine were: 1) |𝑆|, the starting and ending number of subsets; 2) 

𝑐, the total variation (TV) minimization strength; and 3) 𝑛, the number of algorithm iterations 

(refer to Sect. 4.2.4 for full parameter descriptions). Determining the parameters was completed 

using the projection data from the 16Gy, single and centred catheter experiment. The results of 

this process are presented, followed by an evaluation of using the OSC-TV algorithm for 

reconstructing all of the external beam experiment gel data sets. 

5.3.1 OSC-TV Reconstruction Algorithm Parameter Determination 

The subset size and TV minimization strength of the OSC-TV algorithm were determined first by 

using a fixed number of iterations, 𝑛 = 10, and then performing a set of reconstructions with 

various |𝑆|  and 𝑐 values. Reconstructions of the 16Gy single catheter trial were performed with 

all combinations of |𝑆| and 𝑐, for |𝑆| = {[137. .9], [69. .4], [32. .2], [10. .2]} and 𝑐 =

{0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1}, producing a total of 20 reconstructed data sets. 

 Figure 5.8 qualitatively displays the performance of each parameter combination by 

showing axial slices from the centre of the OSC-TV reconstructed data sets, as well as the FDK 

and control reconstructed data sets for comparison. Table 5.1 summarizes the performance of 
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each reconstruction by presenting the performance metrics for the middle ROI of each data set in 

comparison to baseline values established in the initial artifact investigation in Sect. 5.1. 

It appears that slices from data sets produced with 𝑐 > 0.005 had higher artifact and 

noise reduction. This is observed visually as well as reflected by the drop in 𝜎𝑅𝑂𝐼, ∇̅𝑅𝑂𝐼, and Δ̅𝑅𝑂𝐼 

values for 𝑐 > 0.005 and the heavy noise seen for the reconstructed data sets in the first column 

of  Figure 5.8. Though not seen visually, reconstructions for 𝑐 = 0.1 displayed an increase in 

∇̅𝑅𝑂𝐼, suggesting an overly strong TV minimization. All of the reconstructed data sets also appear 

to be have the same reconstructed beam geometry without any blurring, as reflected by the 

consistent Δ𝜇̅̅̅̅
𝑅𝑂𝐼 and dROI values, except for the previously mentioned 𝑐 = 0.001 and 𝑐 =  0.1 

reconstructions. Between the investigated |𝑆| values, the artifact removal both visually and 

quantitatively appeared equivalent. Lastly, as expected, the |𝑆| = [10. .2] reconstructions had the 

fastest computation time (run-time) of 4.7 minutes, or 7.8× longer than the standard FDK 

reconstruction. 

 Based on these results, the parameters chosen to be used with the OSC-TV algorithm are 

|𝑆| = [10. .2] and 𝑐 = 0.05. These parameter values offer equal artifact suppression and noise 

removal when compared to other parameter values, but also give the advantage of having the 

fastest reconstruction speeds. 

The next step was to determine how many iterations of the OSC-TV algorithm to perform 

with the chosen |𝑆| and 𝑐 values. This step was required to prevent performing unnecessary 

iterations if convergence to an acceptable reconstruction had already occurred, or the opposite 

scenario of not performing enough iterations to converge to an acceptable reconstruction. The 

values tested were 𝑛 = {5, 10, 15, 20, 25}. The performance metrics from these reconstructions 

are given in Table 5.2. As can be seen from the 𝜎𝑅𝑂𝐼, ∇̅𝑅𝑂𝐼, and Δ̅𝑅𝑂𝐼 values, beyond 𝑛 = 15, the 

metrics did not largely change, suggesting convergence. Using 15 iterations did bring the 

run-time to 6.9 minutes, but this was still within an acceptable time frame for clinic use. 
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Figure 5.8: Axial slices of the middle slice of the Δ𝜇 distributions reconstructed by the OSC-TV 

algorithm for all combinations of the number of subsets, |𝑆|, and TV minimization strengths, 𝑐, 

investigated. Axial slices from the FDK reconstructions of the control and gel with catheter 

provided for reference. Image window/level set using the minimum and maximum values from 

the control gel’s FDK reconstruction. 
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Algorithm 
𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑛  

[𝑚𝑖𝑛. ] 
Δ𝜇̅̅̅̅

𝑅𝑂𝐼 

[𝑐𝑚−1] 
𝜎𝑅𝑂𝐼  

[𝑐𝑚−1] 
∇̅𝑅𝑂𝐼  

[𝑐𝑚−1/𝑚𝑚] 
Δ̅𝑅𝑂𝐼 

[𝑐𝑚−1] 
𝑑𝑅𝑂𝐼  
[𝑚𝑚] 

Control (FDK) 
0.6 

0.1219 0.48×10
-3

 2.87×10
-3

 - 21.43 

FDK 0.1221 0.54×10
-3

 4.66×10
-3

 0.17×10
-3

 20.39 

OSC-TV       

|𝑆| 𝑐  

     

[137..9] 

0.001 

21.4 

0.1225 1.68×10
-3

 26.46×10
-3

 1.25×10
-3

 29.54 

0.005 0.1225 0.56×10
-3

 5.30×10
-3

 0.18×10
-3

 20.44 

0.01 0.1224 0.50×10
-3

 1.88×10
-3

 0.09×10
-3

 19.84 

0.05 0.1223 0.50×10
-3

 1.98×10
-3

 0.10×10
-3

 20.33 

0.1 0.1224 0.51×10
-3

 2.25×10
-3

 0.11×10
-3

 21.10 

[69..4] 

0.001 

11.8 

0.1223 1.10×10
-3

 19.14×10
-3

 0.76×10
-3

 28.63 

0.005 0.1222 0.49×10
-3

 1.95×10
-3

 0.08×10
-3

 20.10 

0.01 0.1221 0.49×10
-3

 1.76×10
-3

 0.07×10
-3

 20.30 

0.05 0.1220 0.49×10
-3

 1.83×10
-3

 0.07×10
-3

 20.35 

0.1 0.1220 0.50×10
-3

 2.02×10
-3

 0.08×10
-3

 21.09 

[32..2] 

0.001 

6.8 

0.1222 0.75×10
-3

 12.77×10
-3

 0.44×10
-3

 26.10 

0.005 0.1221 0.50×10
-3

 1.92×10
-3

 0.09×10
-3

 20.29 

0.01 0.1220 0.50×10
-3

 1.82×10
-3

 0.08×10
-3

 20.30 

0.05 0.1219 0.50×10
-3

 1.84×10
-3

 0.08×10
-3

 20.42 

0.1 0.1218 0.51×10
-3

 1.93×10
-3

 0.08×10
-3

 21.10 

[10..2] 

0.001 

4.7 

0.1221 0.65×10
-3

 8.96×10
-3

 0.32×10
-3

 22.80 

0.005 0.1220 0.51×10
-3

 2.11×10
-3

 0.10×10
-3

 20.37 

0.01 0.1219 0.51×10
-3

 1.88×10
-3

 0.09×10
-3

 20.30 

0.05 0.1218 0.51×10
-3

 1.88×10
-3

 0.08×10
-3

 20.40 

0.1 0.1217 0.51×10
-3

 1.96×10
-3

 0.09×10
-3

 21.12 

        

Table 5.1: Performance metrics for OSC-TV reconstructed data sets for all combinations of 

|𝑆| and 𝑐 values tested. The metric values for the FDK reconstructed data sets of the gel with 

catheter and the control gel are given for comparison. 
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𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑛  
[𝑚𝑖𝑛. ] 

Δ𝜇̅̅̅̅
𝑅𝑂𝐼 

[𝑐𝑚−1] 
𝜎𝑅𝑂𝐼  

[𝑐𝑚−1] 
∇̅𝑅𝑂𝐼  

[𝑐𝑚−1/𝑚𝑚] 
Δ̅𝑅𝑂𝐼  

[𝑐𝑚−1] 
𝑑𝑅𝑂𝐼  
[𝑚𝑚] 

Control (FDK) 
0.6 

0.1219 0.48×10
-3

 2.87×10
-3

 - 21.43 

FDK 0.1221 0.54×10
-3

 4.66×10
-3

 0.17×10
-3

 20.39 

OSC-TV       

|𝑆| / 𝑐 𝑛  

     
|𝑆|  = 

[10. .2] 
 

𝑐 = 0.05 

5 2.5 0.1219 0.51×10
-3

 2.07×10
-3

 0.09×10
-3

 20.88 

10 4.7 0.1218 0.51×10
-3

 1.88×10
-3

 0.08×10
-3

 20.40 

15 6.9 0.1218 0.50×10
-3

 1.84×10
-3

 0.08×10
-3

 20.38 

20 9.3 0.1218 0.51×10
-3

 1.84×10
-3

 0.08×10
-3

 20.38 

25 11.4 0.1218 0.50×10
-3

 1.83×10
-3

 0.08×10
-3

 20.43 
 

 

 

     

 

Table 5.2: Performance metrics for OSC-TV reconstructed data sets for |𝑆|  =

[10. .2] and 𝑐 = 0.05, with all tested number of iterations, 𝑛. 

 

 

 

In conclusion, the parameters determined to be used with the OSC-TV algorithm for gel 

data set reconstruction for brachytherapy dosimetry were |𝑆|  = [10. .2], 𝑐 = 0.05, and 𝑛 = 15. 

These parameters were then used with the standard OSC-TV algorithm for all further 

reconstructions. 

5.3.2 OSC-TV Algorithm Artifact Reduction Characterization 

In the previous section, a set of parameters were determined for the OSC-TV algorithm. The 

OSC-TV algorithm was then used to reconstruct Δ𝜇 distributions for all the dose and catheter 

geometry experiments to characterize the algorithm’s artifact reduction abilities. First the results 

from the dose experiments will be analyzed.  

Axial slices from the FDK and OSC-TV reconstructions for the dose experiments are 

shown in Figure 5.9, with metrics from the data sets ROIs given in Figure 5.10. As can be seen in 

the results, the OSC-TV algorithms produced data sets without artifacts for all the doses tested. 

The only exception is the 4Gy gel, where the OSC-TV algorithm offered artifact reduction, but 

not the complete removal of all artifacts. The same artifacts appear to be present in the 4Gy  
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of middle axial slices reconstructed by the FDK and OSC-TV 

algorithms for the doses tested. 

Figure 5.10: Comparison of  Δ𝜇̅̅̅̅
𝑅𝑂𝐼 (a), 𝜎𝑅𝑂𝐼 (b), ∇̅𝑅𝑂𝐼 (c), and Δ̅𝑅𝑂𝐼 (d) for gels irradiated to 

different doses and reconstructed with the FDK and OSC-TV algorithms. 
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control gel data set as well, suggesting that for lower doses, and therefore lower amounts of Δ𝜇 in 

the data set, uncorrectable artifacts can be present. 

To further assess the artifact removal provided by the OSC-TV algorithm, line profiles 

across the centre axial slice of the 12Gy trial are shown in Figure 5.11. Two profiles were taken, 

one passing through the catheter, and the other shifted from the catheter. As seen in Figure 5.11a, 

the OSC-TV algorithm results closely matched the control profile and completely removed the 

jagged peaks found in the FDK results. As the OSC-TV profile passes near and through the 

catheter is does fall below the control profile. This discrepancy is undesired, but is acceptable as 

long as the effect is localized within 3mm of the catheter. This discrepancy is acceptable because 

dosimetry within the catheter and even within a 3mm radius to the catheter is not needed. 

Brachytherapy TPS dose calculations are not given within this range, likely due to the lack of 

accurate dose calculation models at small distances from the source. Figure 5.11b demonstrates 

that away from the catheter, the effects of the artifacts in the FDK profile are visible and are  

 

Figure 5.11: Line profiles across the middle axial slice of the 12Gy trial for the control gel and 

the FDK and OSC-TV reconstructions of the catheter gel. The profiles were sampled at 0.5mm 

resolution. The line profile in (a) passes through the location of the catheter, while the line 

profile in (b)  is parallel to (a) and 25 pixels (12.5mm) away from the catheter location. 
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completed removed by the OSC-TV algorithm. The accurate preservation of the sharp Δ𝜇 

gradients within the dose distribution is also observed. 

  Axial slices from the reconstructed data sets from the catheter geometry experiments are 

shown in Figure 5.12, with the performance metrics collected from the data sets shown in Figure 

5.13. The significant artifact suppression offered by the OSC-TV algorithm is clearly shown in 

the slices and is confirmed by the metrics. For the data sets with multiple catheters, the artifact 

suppression of the OSC-TV algorithm was not as complete compared to the single catheter data 

sets, with some streaks and blurring still visible near the catheters. The metrics demonstrated this 

trend as well, with higher ∇̅𝑅𝑂𝐼 and Δ̅𝑅𝑂𝐼 values for the multiple catheter data sets. 

Line profiles were also taken across the data sets. Profiles taken across the single catheter 

data sets show strong agreement between the OSC-TV and control data sets, as well as the same 

artifact reduction seen in the previous results. Profiles taken across the 3 and 5 catheter data sets 

are shown in Figure 5.14. These profiles show that the artifacts are much more prevalent in the 3 

and 5 catheter gel FDK reconstructed data sets than the single catheter gel FDK reconstructed   

Figure 5.12: Comparison of the middle axial slices reconstructed by the FDK and OSC-TV 

algorithms for the catheter geometry experiments reconstructions. 
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of  Δ𝜇̅̅̅̅
𝑅𝑂𝐼 (a), 𝜎𝑅𝑂𝐼 (b), ∇̅𝑅𝑂𝐼 (c), and Δ̅𝑅𝑂𝐼 (d) for gel data sets with 

different catheter geometries reconstructed with the FDK and OSC-TV algorithms. 

Figure 5.14: Line profiles across the 3 (a) and 5 (b) catheter gel reconstructed data sets. The 

profiles were sampled at 0.5mm resolution. 
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data sets. The profiles also show the ability of the OSC-TV algorithm to remove the majority of 

the artifacts from the FDK reconstructions, but some artifacts and discrepancies remained.  

Lastly, the consistency of the reconstruction results observed throughout the 

reconstructed data sets was examined by comparing the performance metrics between the bottom, 

middle, and top ROIs (as per Sect. 4.2.4). For cone-beam scanning geometries, the density of the 

rays passing through each voxels is highest in the middle of beam and is lower at the top and 

bottom of the beam. With fewer rays passing though the voxels, the reconstruction results could 

be affected, and so it is important to confirm the consistency of the reconstructed data sets. 

As a representative sample, the performance metrics from the three ROIs of the single 

catheter, 16Gy data set are given in Table 5.3. As can be seen, there is some variation in the 

metrics between the ROIs for the control, FDK, and OSC-TV data sets. In general, the top and 

bottom ROIs have higher 𝜎𝑅𝑂𝐼, ∇̅𝑅𝑂𝐼, and Δ̅𝑅𝑂𝐼 values, likely due to the lower ray density in these 

ROIs. Despite this variation, the same trend of the OSC-TV data set reducing the metric values  

Algorithm ROI 
Δ𝜇̅̅̅̅

𝑅𝑂𝐼 

[𝑐𝑚−1] 
𝜎𝑅𝑂𝐼  

[𝑐𝑚−1] 
∇̅𝑅𝑂𝐼  

[𝑐𝑚−1/𝑚𝑚] 
Δ̅𝑅𝑂𝐼  

[𝑐𝑚−1] 
𝑑𝑅𝑂𝐼  
[𝑚𝑚] 

 
Bottom 0.1239 0.51×10

-3
 2.92×10

-3
 - 21.17 

Control Middle 0.1219 0.48×10
-3

 2.87×10
-3

 - 21.43 

 
Top 0.1241 0.54×10

-3
 3.61×10

-3
 - 21.97 

 
Bottom 0.1242 0.59×10

-3
 5.20×10

-3
 0.18×10

-3
 20.09 

FDK Middle 0.1221 0.54×10
-3

 4.66×10
-3

 0.17×10
-3

 20.39 

 
Top 0.1243 0.55×10

-3
 4.90×10

-3
 0.17×10

-3
 20.83 

 
Bottom 0.1242 0.57×10

-3
 2.52×10

-3
 0.10×10

-3
 20.42 

OSC-TV Middle 0.1218 0.50×10
-3

 1.84×10
-3

 0.08×10
-3

 20.38 

 
Top 0.1239 0.52×10

-3
 2.10×10

-3
 0.11×10

-3
 20.75 

       

Table 5.3: Comparison of performance metrics between the control and catheter gel data sets 

reconstructed with the FDK and OSC-TV algorithms for the bottom, middle, and top ROIs of 

the data sets. Performance metrics were collected from the single, centred catheter 16Gy gel 

data sets. 
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compared to the FDK data set is observed, suggesting consistent performance of the OSC-TV 

algorithm throughout the entire data set. 

In conclusion, the OSC-TV algorithm is a valid reconstruction algorithm for artifact 

removal from catheters inserted into gels. The OSC-TV algorithm completely removes artifacts 

from reconstructed data sets containing a single catheter, but some undesired residual artifacts in 

data sets containing multiple catheters remain. 

5.4 Artifact Reduction using the OSC-TVFF, OSC-TV
RR

, OSC-TVFF
RR 

Reconstruction Algorithms 

In an attempt to produce an algorithm with greater artifact suppression than the OSC-TV 

algorithm, and especially for data sets with multiple catheters, three variants of the OSC-TV 

algorithm were developed. The three variants of the OSC-TV algorithm implemented were the 

OSC-TV algorithm with flood fields (OSC-TVFF), the OSC-TV algorithm with ray rejection 

(OSC-TV
RR), and the OSC-TV algorithm with flood fields and ray rejection (OSC-TVFF

RR) (see 

Sections 4.1.4, 4.1.5, and 4.1.6 for full descriptions). These algorithms were designed to provide 

superior performance by reconstructing the pre and post-irradiation optical attenuation data sets 

separately (OSC-TVFF), by rejecting rays that passed through the catheters from the 

reconstruction (OSC-TV
RR

), or a combination of both techniques (OSC-TVFF
RR). 

5.4.1 OSC-TVFF, OSC-TV
RR

, OSC-TVFF
RR

 Algorithm Parameter Determination 

The same reconstruction parameters determined for the OSC-TV algorithm (|𝑆|, 𝑐, and n) also 

had to be determined for the OSC-TVFF, OSC-TV
RR

, and OSC-TVFF
RR algorithms. The same 

approach used to determine the parameters for the OSC-TV algorithm were also used for the 

three OSC-TV algorithm variants. For brevity, the tables summarizing these results are provided 

in Appendix B. 
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 The parameters determined for the OSC-TVFF algorithm were |𝑆| = [10. .2], 𝑐 = 0.05,  

and 𝑛 = 25. The run-time for using these optimal parameters is 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑛 = 22.7 minutes, a large 

increase from the 6.9 minutes run-time of the OSC-TV algorithm. This is expected since two 

OSC-TV reconstructions are needed for a single OSC-TVFF reconstruction, one reconstruction 

for the 𝜇𝑝𝑟𝑒 data set and another for the 𝜇𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 data set. 

The parameters for the OSC-TV
RR

 algorithm were chosen to be |𝑆| = [10. .2], 𝑐 = 0.05, 

and 𝑛 = 25, giving a run-time of 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑛 = 12.0 minutes. These parameters were the same as for the 

OSC-TV algorithm except for more iterations (𝑛 = 25 instead of 15). This increase in number of 

iterations for acceptable artifact suppression was expected because of the reduced number of rays 

used by the OSC-TV
RR

 algorithm. 

Lastly the OSC-TVFF
RR algorithm parameters were determined to be |𝑆| = [10. .2], 

𝑐 = 0.01, and 𝑛 = 25, with a run-time of 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑛 = 23.7 minutes. Table 5.4 summarizes the 

parameters chosen for each OSC-TV algorithm.  From this point forward, when the OSC-TV, 

OSC-TVFF, OSC-TV
RR

, and OSC-TVFF
RR algorithms are referred to being used, it is implied that 

they were used with these parameters. 

 

 

Algorithm 
Number of 

Subsets, |𝑆| 
TV Minimization 

Strength, 𝑐 

Number of 

Iterations, 𝑛 

Run-time, 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑛 

[𝑚𝑖𝑛. ] 

OSC-TV [10..2] 0.05 15 6.9 

OSC-TVFF [10..2] 0.01 25 22.7 

OSC-TV
RR

 [10..2] 0.05 25 12.0 

OSC-TVFF
RR [10..2] 0.01 25 23.7 

     

 
Table 5.4: Determined reconstruction parameters for the OSC-TV, OSC-TVFF, 

OSC-TV
RR

, and OSC-TVFF
RR

 algorithms with associated run-times. 
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5.4.2 OSC-TVFF, OSC-TV
RR

, OSC-TVFF
RR

 Artifact Reduction Characterization 

With the parameters for the OSC-TV variant algorithms determined, the next stage was to 

characterize their artifact reduction by performing reconstructions with the algorithms for the 

dose and catheter geometry external beam experiments. This approach followed the same 

structure as the OSC-TV analysis provided in Sect. 5.3.2. 

 Axial slices from the gel data sets reconstructed by the OSC-TV algorithms from the dose 

experiments are shown in Figure 5.15. The metrics from the data sets are given in Table 5.5.  

Figure 5.15: Axial slices from the data sets for gels irradiated to various doses reconstructed by 

the FDK and all variants of the OSC-TV algorithm. 
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Algorithm 
Δ𝜇̅̅̅̅

𝑅𝑂𝐼 

[𝑐𝑚−1] 
𝜎𝑅𝑂𝐼 

[𝑐𝑚−1] 
∇̅𝑅𝑂𝐼 

[𝑐𝑚−1/𝑚𝑚] 
Δ̅𝑅𝑂𝐼 

[𝑐𝑚−1] 
𝑑𝑅𝑂𝐼 

[𝑚𝑚] 

 

4 Gy 

Control 0.0229 0.13×10
-3

 1.92×10
-3

 - 23.29 

FDK 0.0227 0.29×10
-3

 5.86×10
-3

 0.17×10
-3

 23.28 

OSC-TV 0.0228 0.14×10
-3

 0.72×10
-3

 0.06×10
-3

 23.05 

OSC-TVFF 0.0230 0.14×10
-3

 0.70×10
-3

 0.06×10
-3

 23.55 

OSC-TV
RR

 0.0229 0.14×10
-3

 0.55×10
-3

 0.05×10
-3

 23.55 

OSC-TVFF
RR 0.0230 0.25×10

-3
 1.54×10

-3
 0.11×10

-3
 23.60 

 

 12 Gy 

Control 0.0876 0.36×10
-3

 2.54×10
-3

 - 22.35 

FDK 0.0880 0.55×10
-3

 9.99×10
-3

 0.27×10
-3

 22.19 

OSC-TV 0.0876 0.38×10
-3

 1.67×10
-3

 0.09×10
-3

 23.55 

OSC-TVFF 0.0877 0.58×10
-3

 4.66×10
-3

 0.19×10
-3

 22.68 

OSC-TV
RR

 0.0878 0.37×10
-3

 1.57×10
-3

 0.08×10
-3

 23.55 

OSC-TVFF
RR 0.0878 0.90×10

-3
 5.75×10

-3
 0.37×10

-3
 23.55 

 

16 Gy 

Control 0.1219 0.48×10
-3

 2.87×10
-3

 - 21.43 

FDK 0.1221 0.54×10
-3

 4.66×10
-3

 0.17×10
-3

 20.39 

OSC-TV 0.1218 0.50×10
-3

 1.84×10
-3

 0.08×10
-3

 20.38 

OSC-TVFF 0.1219 0.50×10
-3

 1.96×10
-3

 0.08×10
-3

 20.40 

OSC-TV
RR

 0.1219 0.51×10
-3

 2.05×10
-3

 0.10×10
-3

 20.95 

OSC-TVFF
RR 0.1219 1.37×10

-3
 9.15×10

-3
 0.58×10

-3
 21.19 

 

20 Gy 

Control 0.1525 0.58×10
-3

 3.18×10
-3

 - 22.70 

FDK 0.1525 0.72×10
-3

 7.33×10
-3

 0.27×10
-3

 20.70 

OSC-TV 0.1520 0.63×10
-3

 2.24×10
-3

 0.10×10
-3

 21.12 

OSC-TVFF 0.1521 0.64×10
-3

 2.85×10
-3

 0.12×10
-3

 21.00 

OSC-TV
RR

 0.1522 0.65×10
-3

 2.79×10
-3

 0.13×10
-3

 21.12 

OSC-TVFF
RR 0.1521 1.74×10

-3
 11.52×10

-3
 0.71×10

-3
 21.93 

      

Table 5.5: Performance metrics from the data sets for gels irradiated to various doses 

reconstructed by the FDK and all variants of the OSC-TV algorithm. 
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 From these results it is shown that the OSC-TVFF algorithm generally offers similar 

artifact reduction to the OSC-TV algorithm, though the 12Gy experiment data set shows 

incomplete removal of all artifacts. The OSC-TV
RR

 algorithm is shown to offer similar 

performance to the OSC-TV algorithm. The OSC-TVFF
RR algorithm appears to not only offer 

incomplete artifact reduction, but also to introduce new artifacts. 

Next, the performance of the algorithms for data sets with various catheter geometries is 

analyzed. Axial slices from the gel data sets reconstructed by the FDK and variants of the 

OSC-TV algorithm are shown in Figure 5.16, with the performance metrics of the data sets 

presented in Table 5.6. For the single catheter data sets, the OSC-TV, OSC-TVFF, and OSC-TV
RR

 

algorithms all show similar artifact prevention. The OSC-TVFF
RR algorithm again shows 

unacceptable reconstruction results, with data sets containing more artifacts than the data sets 

produced by the FDK algorithm. For the multiple catheter data sets, the OSC-TVFF, and 

OSC-TV
RR 

algorithms both out-performed the OSC-TV algorithm, with the OSC-TV
RR

 algorithm 

providing the strongest artifact reduction. 

 Lastly, the consistency of the reconstruction results of the OSC-TV algorithms was 

examined by comparing the performance metrics between the bottom, middle, and top ROIs of 

the reconstructed data sets. The metric values from the single, catheter 16Gy experiment are 

given in Table 5.7 as a representative sample. It is observed from the metrics that both the 

OSC-TVFF and OSC-TVFF
RR algorithms featured a much higher variation between the bottom and 

top ROIs versus the middle ROI. This suggests that near the bottom and top of the reconstructed 

data set, the reconstruction algorithm performance decreases significantly. In contrast, the 

OSC-TV
RR

 algorithm reconstructed data sets with the same consistency as the OSC-TV algorithm 

or the control data set. 

 In conclusion, the OSC-TV
RR

 algorithm can reconstruct data sets with a single catheter 

inserted with the same artifact removal as the OSC-TV algorithm, but with improved artifact   
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Figure 5.16: Axial slices from the data sets for gels with various catheter geometries 

reconstructed by the FDK and all variants of the OSC-TV algorithm. 
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Algorithm 
Δ𝜇̅̅̅̅

𝑅𝑂𝐼 

[𝑐𝑚−1] 
𝜎𝑅𝑂𝐼 

[𝑐𝑚−1] 
∇̅𝑅𝑂𝐼 

[𝑐𝑚−1/𝑚𝑚] 
Δ̅𝑅𝑂𝐼 

[𝑐𝑚−1] 
𝑑𝑅𝑂𝐼 

[𝑚𝑚] 

 

1 Catheter 

Control 0.1219 0.48×10
-3

 2.87×10
-3

 - 21.43 

FDK 0.1221 0.54×10
-3

 4.66×10
-3

 0.17×10
-3

 20.39 

OSC-TV 0.1218 0.50×10
-3

 1.84×10
-3

 0.08×10
-3

 20.38 

OSC-TVFF 0.1219 0.50×10
-3

 1.96×10
-3

 0.08×10
-3

 20.40 

OSC-TV
RR

 0.1219 0.51×10
-3

 2.05×10
-3

 0.10×10
-3

 20.95 

OSC-TVFF
RR 0.1219 1.37×10

-3
 9.15×10

-3
 0.58×10

-3
 21.19 

 

1 Catheter (Offset) 

Control 0.1214 0.47×10
-3

 2.98×10
-3

 - 21.79 

FDK 0.1224 0.55×10
-3

 4.43×10
-3

 0.17×10
-3

 20.13 

OSC-TV 0.1224 0.54×10
-3

 1.85×10
-3

 0.14×10
-3

 21.12 

OSC-TVFF 0.1226 0.53×10
-3

 2.00×10
-3

 0.16×10
-3

 21.12 

OSC-TV
RR

 0.1227 0.52×10
-3

 1.87×10
-3

 0.16×10
-3

 21.12 

OSC-TVFF
RR 0.1233 0.66×10

-3
 2.73×10

-3
 0.25×10

-3
 21.12 

 

3 Catheters 

Control 0.1215 0.47×10
-3

 2.99×10
-3

 - 21.79 

FDK 0.1237 0.96×10
-3

 23.93×10
-3

 0.65×10
-3

 26.14 

OSC-TV 0.1228 0.61×10
-3

 3.70×10
-3

 0.24×10
-3

 23.03 

OSC-TVFF 0.1238 0.49×10
-3

 2.65×10
-3

 0.26×10
-3

 22.85 

OSC-TV
RR

 0.1240 0.55×10
-3

 2.53×10
-3

 0.28×10
-3

 23.55 

OSC-TVFF
RR 0.1247 1.85×10

-3
 14.61×10

-3
 1.07×10

-3
 23.08 

 

5 Catheters 

Control 0.1215 0.47×10
-3

 2.99×10
-3

 - 21.79 

FDK 0.1181 0.69×10
-3

 14.94×10
-3

 0.49×10
-3

 27.89 

OSC-TV 0.1178 0.50×10
-3

 2.00×10
-3

 0.36×10
-3

 21.03 

OSC-TVFF 0.1182 0.48×10
-3

 2.20×10
-3

 0.33×10
-3

 20.97 

OSC-TV
RR

 0.1182 0.50×10
-3

 1.90×10
-3

 0.33×10
-3

 20.60 

OSC-TVFF
RR 0.1179 1.10×10

-3
 7.89×10

-3
 0.57×10

-3
 22.60 

      

Table 5.6: Performance metrics from the data sets for gels with various catheter 

geometries reconstructed by the FDK and all variants of the OSC-TV algorithm. 
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 Algorithm ROI 
Δ𝜇̅̅̅̅

𝑅𝑂𝐼 

[𝑐𝑚−1] 
𝜎𝑅𝑂𝐼 

[𝑐𝑚−1] 
∇̅𝑅𝑂𝐼 

[𝑐𝑚−1/𝑚𝑚] 
Δ̅𝑅𝑂𝐼 

[𝑐𝑚−1] 
𝑑𝑅𝑂𝐼 

[𝑚𝑚] 

 
Bottom 0.1239 0.51×10

-3
 2.92×10

-3
 - 21.17 

Control Middle 0.1219 0.48×10
-3

 2.87×10
-3

 - 21.43 

 
Top 0.1241 0.54×10

-3
 3.61×10

-3
 - 21.97 

 
Bottom 0.1242 0.59×10

-3
 5.20×10

-3
 0.18×10

-3
 20.09 

FDK Middle 0.1221 0.54×10
-3

 4.66×10
-3

 0.17×10
-3

 20.39 

 
Top 0.1243 0.55×10

-3
 4.90×10

-3
 0.17×10

-3
 20.83 

 
Bottom 0.1242 0.57×10

-3
 2.52×10

-3
 0.10×10

-3
 20.42 

OSC-TV Middle 0.1218 0.50×10
-3

 1.84×10
-3

 0.08×10
-3

 20.38 

 
Top 0.1239 0.52×10

-3
 2.10×10

-3
 0.11×10

-3
 20.75 

 
Bottom 0.1246 0.89×10

-3
 6.26×10

-3
 0.24×10

-3
 20.44 

OSC-TVFF Middle 0.1219 0.50×10
-3

 1.96×10
-3

 0.08×10
-3

 20.40 

 
Top 0.1239 0.57×10

-3
 4.24×10

-3
 0.16×10

-3
 20.82 

 
Bottom 0.1242 0.58×10

-3
 2.74×10

-3
 0.12×10

-3
 20.62 

OSC-TV
RR

 Middle 0.1219 0.51×10
-3

 2.05×10
-3

 0.10×10
-3

 20.95 

 
Top 0.1240 0.54×10

-3
 2.53×10

-3
 0.14×10

-3
 21.09 

 
Bottom 0.1248 1.55×10

-3
 12.93×10

-3
 0.69×10

-3
 21.17 

OSC-TVFF
RR Middle 0.1219 1.37×10

-3
 9.15×10

-3
 0.58×10

-3
 21.19 

 
Top 0.1237 1.54×10

-3
 12.23×10

-3
 0.69×10

-3
 21.44 

       

 
Table 5.7: Comparison of performance metrics between the control and 

catheter gel data sets reconstructed with the FDK and OSC-TV algorithms for 

the bottom, middle, and top ROIs of the data sets. Performance metrics were 

collected from the single, centred catheter 16Gy gel data sets. 

 

 

removal for data sets with multiple catheters. This is likely achieved because no projection data 

that was influenced by the presence of the catheters was used during reconstruction. The 

OSC-TVFF algorithm can also provide some artifact removal, but the algorithm’s inconsistent 

performance, especially in the top and bottom portions of the reconstructed data set limits the 

algorithm’s usefulness. Lastly, the OSC-TVFF
RR algorithm produced new artifacts within the data 

sets it reconstructed, giving the worst performance of the four OSC-TV algorithms. Therefore, the 

OSC-TV and OSC-TVRR algorithms were found to be valid reconstruction algorithms for use 

with HDR brachytherapy gel dosimetry. 
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5.5 Application of OSC-TV Algorithms to High Dose Rate Brachytherapy Gel 

Dosimetry 

Having evaluated the OSC-TV algorithms and found that the OSC-TV and OSC-TV
RR

 algorithms 

showed artifact reduction or removal for the external beam trials, the algorithms could then be 

used for reconstructing data sets of gels irradiated via HDR brachytherapy. For these trials, no 

control gels could be used for evaluating the algorithms’ performance, since catheters in the gels 

was necessary for the radiation delivery. Instead, reconstructed dose measurements were 

compared to the expected dose generated by the brachytherapy treatment planning system (TPS). 

Two types of catheters were used for the HDR brachytherapy irradiations, first the ProGuide 

catheters, followed by the OncoSmart catheter system. 

5.5.1 Catheter Comparison 

Performing the HDR irradiations of the gels with ProGuide catheters was found to be very 

difficult, resulting in a failure rate of 50% (2 out of 4 gels). A gel irradiation was deemed to be a 

failure when any of the catheters were observed to have been perturbed during the irradiation, 

since this perturbation of the catheter would cause a discrepancy between the location of the 

catheters in the x-ray CT data set and during irradiation. This perturbation could be clearly 

identified by analyzing the pre and post-irradiation projection images, as in Figure 5.17. 

 The gels with ProGuide catheters had such a high failure rate because of the limited 

length of catheter available to connect the afterloader transfer tubes to. Since the ProGuide 

catheters had to be trimmed to not extend past the gel jar opening, there was very limited space to 

a maneuver the HDR afterloader transfer tubes while also providing support to the catheter. 

During two of the trials, this limited space led to the catheters being inadvertently pushed into the 

gel as the transfer tubes were being connected. This caused the catheters to shift farther into the 

gel and to deflect off the curved bottom of the jar, resulting in the perturbation observed in Figure 

5.17. A perturbed catheter would then be inserted lower into a gel than expected by the TPS, and 
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so the entire irradiation would also be delivered lower than expected, making comparison 

between the measured and expected dose distributions invalid. Therefore the two gel irradiations 

that failed during delivery were excluded from further analysis. 

 In contrast, the gels with OncoSmart catheters had a 0% failure rate during delivery, with 

all three gels being irradiated successfully. The inner catheters of the OncoSmart catheter system 

could be easily connected to the trimmed outer catheters, despite the limited space, since the 

connection between the two catheters was a simpler and much lighter mechanism than a transfer 

tube to catheter connection. The inner catheters were not required to be trimmed allowing the 

ends of the inner catheters to extended 10-15cm out of the gel jar. Connecting the ends of these 

catheters to the transfer tubes was a simple task given the increased accessibility to support the 

catheters and maneuver the transfer tubes. This allowed for the gels to be easily irradiated without 

perturbing the catheters. 

 It is therefore concluded that when performing HDR brachytherapy gel dosimeters it is 

recommended to use the OncoSmart Comfort Catheter System or similar nested catheter system. 

The OncoSmart catheter system is more expensive than simpler non-nested catheters (e.g. 

Figure 5.17: Example of projection data from one projection angle for the four 

ProGuide catheter with trial. The pre and post-irradiation images are shown in 

(a) and (b), respectively, with the natural logarithm of the projection images 

demonstrating the shift of the catheters (c). 
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ProGuide catheters), but the improved reliability of the dosimetry method while using them far 

outweighs this cost. Furthermore, OncoSmart catheters used for gel dosimetry can be removed 

from the gels after use and be reused in new gels, reducing the cost of their use. 

5.5.2 HDR Brachytherapy Gel Dosimetry Results 

The ProGuide catheter experiments that did succeed and the OncoSmart catheter experiments had 

their dose distributions reconstructed using the FDK, OSC-TV, and OSC-TV
RR

 algorithms. These 

dose distributions were compared against one another to analyze the level of artifacts, as well as 

against expected dose distributions exported from the TPS to analyze the consistency of the 

results. 

 A representative sample of axial and transverse slices through the TPS and reconstructed 

dose distributions are shown in Figure 5.18 and Figure 5.19, respectively. The artifact removal 

performance metric, ∇̅𝑅𝑂𝐼, values extracted from the reconstructed distributions for all the 

experiments are given in Table 5.8. A representative sample of line profiles across the dose 

distributions are also given in Figure 5.20. 

The slices from the data sets reconstructed for the single catheter experiments (both with 

one and five dwell positions) demonstrate the ability of both the OSC-TV and OSC-TV
RR

 

algorithms to accurately reconstruct dose distributions delivered by HDR brachytherapy without 

the artifacts found in the FDK reconstructions. ∇̅𝑅𝑂𝐼 was found to decrease from its highest value 

in the FDK reconstructed data sets, to lower values in the OSC-TV reconstructed data sets, and 

then a slight further decrease in the OSC-TV
RR

 reconstructed data sets. This suggests that the 

OSC-TV
RR

 algorithm offers slightly more artifact reduction than the OSC-TV algorithm for the 

single catheter experiments. As seen in the transverse slices in Figure 5.19, the OSC-TV
RR

 

algorithm likely achieves this further artifact reduction near the catheter, due to the complete 

rejection of any projection data from rays that passed through the catheter. The line profiles from 

the single OncoSmart catheter with five dwell positions experiment are given in Figure 5.20a,b.  
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Figure 5.18: Axial slices from dose distributions reconstructed with the FDK and OSC-TV 

algorithms. Four gel experiments are represented, with two slices given for the four catheter 

experiment. The artifact reduction offered by the OSC-TV algorithms is shown, along with the 

removal of further artifacts in the multiple catheter dose distributions by the OSC-TV
RR

 

algorithm.  
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Figure 5.19: Transverse slices from the dose distributions presented in Figure 5.18. Two slices 

are presented from the four catheter experiment, one passing through two of the catheters, and 

one passing between the catheters. Both are shown with the same dose scale for comparison. 

The artifact removal provided by the OSC-TV
RR

 algorithm, especially for the multiple catheter 

experiments, can be seen. 
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Algorithm 
∇̅𝑅𝑂𝐼 [𝐺𝑦/𝑚𝑚] 

Bottom Middle Top 

 Single ProGuide Catheter, Single Dwell Position 

TPS 1.60 14.52 1.51 

FDK 33.64 33.58 18.86 

OSC-TV 9.32 27.51 9.93 

OSC-TV
RR

 4.89 21.75 1.75 

 Two ProGuide Catheters, Multiple Dwell Positions 

TPS 40.40 37.07 43.39 

FDK 87.30 70.04 88.01 

OSC-TV 72.57 56.31 80.45 

OSC-TV
RR

 69.45 54.71 77.04 

 Single OncoSmart Catheter, Single Dwell Position 

TPS 1.32 14.46 1.85 

FDK 14.89 25.27 12.24 

OSC-TV 3.68 23.55 6.78 

OSC-TV
RR

 1.26 22.14 1.90 

 Single OncoSmart Catheter, Multiple Dwell Positions 

TPS 22.65 21.67 24.54 

FDK 40.86 32.58 38.71 

OSC-TV 38.96 34.10 43.50 

OSC-TV
RR

 37.18 31.60 41.19 

 Four OncoSmart Catheters, Simulated Treatment Plan 

TPS 15.54 28.70 16.86 

FDK 123.93 120.39 113.63 

OSC-TV 58.21 94.37 79.29 

OSC-TV
RR

 30.52 59.97 31.23 
    

Table 5.8: ∇̅𝑅𝑂𝐼 values for dose distributions from the HDR brachytherapy irradiation trials. The 

reconstructed dose distributions are compared with the expected TPS dose distribution as a 

benchmark. The values of ∇̅𝑅𝑂𝐼 are also compared against the bottom, middle, and top ROIs to 

evaluate the consistency of the artifact removal. 
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Figure 5.20: Line profiles across the dose distributions from the TPS and from distributions 

reconstructed by the FDK, OSC-TV, and OSC-TV
RR

 algorithms. The line profiles taken 

represent the overall trend of the OSC-TV algorithms removing the artifacts present within the 

FDK reconstructed distributions, as well as strong agreement with the TPS. 
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Both through and near the catheter, the OSC-TV and OSC-TV
RR 

algorithms are shown to be able 

to reconstruct accurate data sets, except near the edges of the gel jar, as was expected. The jagged 

FDK reconstructed data set profile shown in Figure 5.20b represents the effect of the streak 

artifacts radiating from the catheter, and are shown to be completely removed in the OSC-TV and 

OSC-TV
RR

 reconstructed data set profiles. 

While both the OSC-TV and OSC-TV
RR

 algorithms were found to perform well with the 

single catheter experiments, the two and four catheter experiments displayed the improved 

artifact suppression performance of the OSC-TV
RR

 algorithm. As was seen with the results from 

the external beam experiments with multiple catheters, the FDK reconstructed data sets from the 

two and four catheter HDR brachytherapy experiments show weaker streak artifacts radiating 

from each catheter and strong streak artifacts connecting the catheters (Figure 5.18). The 

OSC-TV algorithm was able to remove the weaker streak artifacts, producing an improved dose 

distribution, but some reduced streak artifacts still remained between the catheters. The OSC-

TV
RR

 algorithm completely removed all of the artifacts, even those found in the OSC-TV 

reconstructed data sets. The superior performance of the OSC-TV
RR

 algorithm was especially 

evident in the four catheter experiment in which the OSC-TV algorithm offered a 25-50% 

reduction in ∇̅𝑅𝑂𝐼 compared to the FDK algorithm, while the OSC-TV
RR

 algorithm offered a 

further 25-50% reduction in ∇̅𝑅𝑂𝐼 compared to the OSC-TV algorithm. As shown in Figure 5.20c-

f, the line profiles from the multiple catheter reconstructed data sets demonstrate the ability of the 

OSC-TV
RR

 algorithm to both accurately reconstruct dose distributions as well as to remove the 

significant amount of artifacts found in the FDK reconstructed distributions. 

 The line profiles in Figure 5.20d,f did show discrepancies between the TPS dose 

distribution and the OSC-TV
RR

 reconstructed distributions, however. The cause of these 

discrepancies was investigated using the dose distributions from a single catheter experiment. As 

can be seen in Figure 5.21a, a discrepancy between the TPS and OSC-TV results can exist, 
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though the shape of the dose distribution appears to be correct. Due to the steep dose gradients 

present near the catheters, the discrepancies of 1-2Gy can be due to a shift in the source location 

of 0.5mm. As shown in Figure 5.21b, by shifting the line profile of the TPS 0.5mm (one voxel) 

closer to the source, the profiles are in close agreement. 

The observed shift between the measured and expected source location could be from 

multiple causes. First, the tracking of the catheters within the x-ray CT data sets in the TPS has 

limited accuracy. Second, as the HDR brachytherapy source travels along each catheter the 

catheters can possibly shift in position, especially when suspended within a malleable gel. Third, 

the registration between the CT data set and reconstructed gel distribution using the fiducial 

markers also has limited accuracy, especially when selecting the location of the optical fiducial 

Figure 5.21: Line profiles across the dose distributions from the single catheter 

with single dwell position experiment. The original line profiles are shown in (a), 

while (a) demonstrates shifting the TPS dose distribution by 0.5mm perpendicular 

to the profile direction by 0.5mm (one voxel). The close agreement in (b) 

compared to (a) shows the large discrepancies that result between measured and 

expected values with small registration errors. 
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markers within the reconstructed gel distribution. These three factors could also possibly 

compound together, resulting in the 0.5mm shifts observed. 

In conclusion, the OSC-TV algorithm was found to be able to accurately reconstruct dose 

distributions for HDR brachytherapy irradiations delivered via a single catheter, but not for 

irradiation requiring multiple catheters. The OSC-TV
RR

 algorithm was found to produce accurate 

dose distributions for irradiation delivered via one, two, or four catheters, with complete removal 

of the streak artifacts found in dose distributions reconstructed by the FDK algorithm. Some 

discrepancies were observed between the OSC-TV
RR

 dose distributions and the expected TPS 

distributions, but were found to be likely due to the high degree of precision (less than 0.5mm) 

required in correctly localizing the position of the HDR source during irradiation.  
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Chapter 6 

Summary and Future Work 

6.1 Summary 

High-resolution three-dimensional (3D) dosimetry of high dose rate (HDR) brachytherapy 

irradiations has had limited applications in the past. Previous work showed the ability of gel 

dosimeters paired with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to provide 3D dosimetry results for 

HDR brachytherapy [Farajollahi, 1999; Hurley et al., 2006; Khosravi et al., 2016; Olsen et al., 

1994; Schreiner et al., 1994], though the inaccessibility of MRI units for scanning gels kept this 

method from being widely accessible. Methods using radiochromic plastics and gels provided a 

more cost-effective way to perform HDR brachytherapy dosimetry, though the streak artifacts 

created by the catheters within the dosimeters during Δ𝜇 distribution reconstruction limited the 

quality of this data for 3D dosimetry [Palmer et al., 2013a; Šolc et al., 2012; Wuu et al., 2003]. 

 This work presents and characterizes a new method to enable 3D dosimetry for HDR 

brachytherapy irradiations using radiochromic gels and optical computed tomography (CT) 

readout initially developed for external beam radiotherapy. The first challenge was to determine 

how to prepare and irradiate gels that contained the catheters required for HDR brachytherapy 

irradiations. This work then involved developing and evaluating iterative algebraic reconstruction 

algorithms to reconstruct dose distributions free of artifacts from the catheters. 

 Initial work involved developing reliable and reproducible techniques to suspend 

catheters within radiochromic gels. A practical result of this investigation was that connecting the 

HDR afterloader directly to catheters that were suspended in the gel (e.g. ProGuide catheters) 

could possibly shift the catheters. This limited the reliability of the dosimetry technique. Instead, 

a nested catheter can be used, consisting of an outer catheter that remains in the gel and an inner 

catheter that is connected to the HDR afterloader and inserted within the outer catheter (e.g. the 
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OncoSmart Comfort Catheter System). Using nested catheters prevents any shifting of the 

catheters during HDR brachytherapy irradiations. 

 The main outcome of this work was the development, characterization, and validation of 

an optical CT reconstruction method to remove the artifacts usually found in dose distributions 

from radiochromic gels used for HDR brachytherapy dosimetry. This work first established the 

cause of the artifacts resulting from the catheters in the gels. The root cause is the high optical 

attenuation of the catheters which causes photon starvation at the optical CT camera. The 

reconstruction of Δ𝜇 distributions instead of 𝜇 distributions in optical CT reduces the effect of the 

artifacts, and could possibly remove them altogether in an ideal scanner. Based on these results, 

the typical Feldkemp-Davis-Kress (FDK) back projection reconstruction algorithm used was 

modified to produce the FDK with flood fields (FDKFF) algorithm. The FDKFF algorithm did not 

successfully suppress the streak artifacts. 

 After characterizing the cause of the artifacts, this work investigated using iterative 

algebraic reconstruction algorithms instead of the typical FDK back projection reconstruction 

algorithm. Previous work by others indicated that the Ordered Subsets Convex algorithm with 

Total Variation minimization regularization (OSC-TV) algorithm could reduce streak artifacts 

and had been shown to work well with radiochromic gel and optical CT read-out systems [Dekker 

et al., 2017; Matenine et al., 2015b]. 

 In this thesis, the OSC-TV algorithm was implemented for use with optical projection 

data from the Modus Medical Vista 15 scanner operating with 410 projections and a 

0.5mm×0.5mm×0.5mm voxel reconstruction resolution. In addition, three variants of the 

OSC-TV algorithm were also developed and implemented: OSC-TV with flood fields 

(OSC-TVFF), OSC-TV with ray rejection (OSC-TV
RR

), and OSC-TV with flood fields and ray 

rejection (OSC-TVFF
RR). Before the four OSC-TV algorithms could be used, the number of subsets 

(|𝑆|), TV minimization strength (𝑐), and number of iterations (𝑛) to use with each algorithm were 
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determined by using projection data from gels irradiated using controlled external beam 

irradiations (Table 6.1). These parameters were determined to produce reconstructed distributions 

with maximal artifact suppression and minimal computation time. 

 The OSC-TV algorithms were then evaluated against each other with external beam 

irradiation projection data to determine which algorithms offered the most artifact suppression. 

The OSC-TVFF and OSC-TVFF
RR algorithms do not provide consistent or adequate artifact 

suppression for HDR brachytherapy dosimetry, while the OSC-TV and OSC-TV
RR

 algorithms 

offer significant or complete artifact removal. 

 Lastly, the OSC-TV and OSC-TV
RR

 algorithms were used to reconstruct dose 

distributions from a variety of HDR brachytherapy gel dosimetry experiments. The OSC-TV 

algorithm offers acceptable artifact reduction for irradiations delivered with a single catheter, but 

not for two or four catheter irradiations. The OSC-TV
RR

 algorithm produces artifact free dose 

distributions for irradiations delivered by one, two, or four catheters. While the OSC-TV
RR

 

algorithm offers superior artifact suppression to the OSC-TV algorithm, its computation run-time 

is at 12.0 minutes, while the OSC-TV algorithm runs in 6.9 minutes. Therefore, if reconstruction  

Algorithm 

Determined Parameters 
Usability for HDR 

Brachytherapy Dosimetry Computation 

Time [min.] |S| c 
 

n Single 

Catheter  

Multiple 

Catheters  

FDK N/A No No 0.6 

FDKFF N/A No No 1.2 

OSC-TV [10..2] 0.05 15 Yes No 6.9 

OSC-TVFF [10..2] 0.01 25 No No 22.7 

OSC-TV
RR

 [10..2] 0.05 25 Yes Yes 12.0 

OSC-TVFF
RR [10..2] 0.01 25 No No 23.7 

 

 

Table 6.1: Summary of evaluated reconstruction algorithms’ determined 

reconstruction parameters (if applicable), usability for HDR brachytherapy 

dosimeter, and their computation run-time in minutes. 
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speed is of high priority and only gels with a single catheter are being used, the OSC-TV 

algorithm may be a preferred choice to the OSC-TV
RR

 algorithm. 

 In conclusion, this work developed a novel method for performing HDR brachytherapy 

3D dosimetry. Using the nested catheter OncoSmart Comfort Catheter System with radiochromic 

gel dosimeters and the OSC-TV
RR

 reconstruction algorithm provides a technique to produce 

reliable and artifact free dose distributions for HDR brachytherapy irradiations that can be 

compared to expected treatment planning system values. 

6.2  Future Work 

The development and evaluation of the new OSC-TV
RR

 reconstruction algorithm is only the 

beginning of using radiochromic gels and novel reconstruction algorithms with optical CT for 

HDR brachytherapy dosimetry. It is recommended that future work be conducted to further 

characterize the OSC-TV
RR

 algorithm’s performance to ensure its reliability for a variety of HDR 

irradiation types. It is also recommended that the OSC-TV
RR

 algorithm be improved and 

optimized to reduce reconstruction times as outlined below. 

6.2.1 Further Characterization of the OSC-TV
RR

 Algorithm 

The work presented here characterized the performance of the OSC-TV
RR

 algorithm for only up 

to five catheters spaced widely apart. It would be recommended that further characterization of 

the OSC-TV
RR

 algorithm be performed to investigate how many catheters could be used within a 

gel or how close the catheters could be before the reconstructed data set would no longer be 

accurate. It is possible that in gels with a high number of catheters or with certain catheter 

arrangements, recovering artifact-free dose maps would require more iterations or may not be 

possible. If recovering the dose maps would not be possible, treatment plans with fewer catheters 

could be measured instead as a surrogate quality assurance method. 

  The accuracy of the OSC-TV
RR

 dosimetry results could also be compared with more 

foundational values than the TPS dose distributions used in this work. Each HDR brachytherapy 
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source is specified by a set of dosimetry parameters [Rivard et al., 2004]. These parameters are 

used by a brachytherapy TPS to calculate the expected dose distribution (Sect. 4.3.3). These 

dosimetry parameters are known for a given source, but could also be measured using 3D gel 

dosimetry. Quantities such as the radial dose function and 2D anisotropy function [Rivard et al., 

2004] could then be acquired using radiochromic gels with the OSC-TV
RR

 algorithm and then 

compared against the known values. If strong agreement between the measured and known values 

were to be found, 3D gel dosimetry could one day also hold an important place in providing 

measurements for HDR brachytherapy source characterization. 

6.2.2 Further Improvement of the OSC-TV
RR

 Algorithm and High Dose Rate 

Brachytherapy Three-Dimensional Dosimetry 

The OSC-TV
RR

 algorithm implemented for this work had its computational run-time accelerated 

by using a graphics processing unit (GPU). Beyond this first step, no further run-time 

optimization was performed, leaving an opportunity to decrease the OSC-TV
RR 

algorithm’s 12 

minute run-time. Specifically, the indices of the voxels each ray passes through could be 

pre-computed to save time during each forward or back projection step. Furthermore, currently 

only the forward projection, back projection, and total variation minimization steps are 

accelerated using a GPU, with all intermediate steps performed by the computer’s slower central 

processing unit (CPU). This was done for ease and simplicity during prototyping, but further 

run-time acceleration would be possible by performing more of the reconstruction or the entire 

reconstruction on the GPU. 

 Further work for HDR brachytherapy 3D dosimetry also lies with repeating this work for 

new and improved optical CT scanners, and other types of radiochromic 3D dosimeters. 

Replicating this study with a scanning laser optical CT system or the newer Vista 16 Scanner 

from Modus Medical would be of interest, since these scanners have less light scatter, possibly 

reducing the amount of the artifacts present within the FDK reconstructions. This could allow for 
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faster convergence of the OSC-TV
RR

 algorithm while maintaining the same level of artifact 

removal. 

 The ray rejection procedure developed for the OSC-TV
RR

 algorithm presented in this 

work could also be applied to other iterative algebraic algorithms. Studies comparing the 

performance of the OSC-TV
RR

 algorithm to other algebraic algorithms with the same ray 

rejection procedure applied could possibly reveal faster but equivalent reconstruction results.  
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Appendix A 

 mu = 0.1 * ones(sizeOfVolume) 

 

for i = 1:numIterations 

 mu_cache = mu 

 

 % OSC Reconstruction Step 

 [subsetAngles, subsetIndices] = findAnglesAndSubsets(i); 

 

 for j = 1:length(anglesForSubset) 

  t = forwardProject(mu, subsetAngles(j)) 

  y = preIrradData(subsetIndices(j)).*exp(-t) 

  Y = postIrradData(subsetIndices(j)) 

 

  mu = mu + mu .* backProject(y-Y) ./ backProject(t.*y) 

 

  j = j + 1; 

 end 

 

 % TV Minimization Step 

 d_A = norm(mu_cache - mu) 

 

 for k = 1:numTvIterations 

  v = findTvNormAtEachVoxel(mu) 

 

  mu = mu - c .* d_A .* v ./ norm(v) 

 

  k = k + 1; 

 end 

 

 i = i + 1; 

end 

 

Figure A.1: Condensed pseudo-code of the implemented OSC-TV algorithm. The complete 

computer code of the algorithm can be found at https://github.com/DavidADeVries/Gyrfalcon-

CT-Simulation-And-Reconstruction. 

https://github.com/DavidADeVries/Gyrfalcon-CT-Simulation-And-Reconstruction
https://github.com/DavidADeVries/Gyrfalcon-CT-Simulation-And-Reconstruction
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Appendix B 

 

  

Algorithm 
𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑛  

[𝑚𝑖𝑛. ] 
Δ𝜇̅̅̅̅

𝑅𝑂𝐼 

[𝑐𝑚−1] 
𝜎𝑅𝑂𝐼  

[𝑐𝑚−1] 
∇̅𝑅𝑂𝐼  

[𝑐𝑚−1/𝑚𝑚] 
Δ̅𝑅𝑂𝐼  

 [𝑐𝑚−1] 
𝑑𝑅𝑂𝐼  
[𝑚𝑚] 

Control (FDK) 
0.6 

0.1219 0.48×10
-3

 2.87 - 21.43 

FDK 0.1221 0.54×10
-3

 4.66 0.17 20.39 

OSC-TVFF       

|𝑆| 𝑐  

     

[137..9] 

0.001 

42.1 

0.1221 3.14×10
-3

 43.07×10
-3

 1.19×10
-3

 22.44 

0.005 0.1221 1.62×10
-3

 16.54×10
-3

 0.49×10
-3

 20.23 

0.01 0.1220 1.06×10
-3

 9.88×10
-3

 0.31×10
-3

 20.30 

0.05 0.1222 0.52×10
-3

 2.72×10
-3

 0.15×10
-3

 21.53 

0.1 0.1222 0.52×10
-3

 2.25×10
-3

 0.16×10
-3

 21.70 

[69..4] 

0.001 

23.2 

0.1222 0.94×10
-3

 13.23×10
-3

 0.43×10
-3

 20.44 

0.005 0.1220 0.59×10
-3

 4.38×10
-3

 0.15×10
-3

 20.37 

0.01 0.1220 0.54×10
-3

 3.45×10
-3

 0.12×10
-3

 20.47 

0.05 0.1220 0.52×10
-3

 2.43×10
-3

 0.11×10
-3

 21.83 

0.1 0.1221 0.52×10
-3

 2.31×10
-3

 0.12×10
-3

 22.00 

[32..2] 

0.001 

13.5 

0.1220 0.82×10
-3

 7.84×10
-3

 0.33×10
-3

 20.17 

0.005 0.1219 0.70×10
-3

 4.80×10
-3

 0.24×10
-3

 20.30 

0.01 0.1218 0.68×10
-3

 4.43×10
-3

 0.22×10
-3

 20.42 

0.05 0.1217 0.60×10
-3

 3.54×10
-3

 0.17×10
-3

 21.78 

0.1 0.1218 0.57×10
-3

 3.10×10
-3

 0.16×10
-3

 22.27 

[10..2] 

0.001 

9.4 

0.1219 0.55×10
-3

 3.66×10
-3

 0.18×10
-3

 20.50 

0.005 0.1218 0.52×10
-3

 2.31×10
-3

 0.11×10
-3

 20.32 

0.01 0.1217 0.52×10
-3

 2.28×10
-3

 0.11×10
-3

 20.39 

0.05 0.1216 0.53×10
-3

 2.40×10
-3

 0.11×10
-3

 21.50 

0.1 0.1217 0.54×10
-3

 2.51×10
-3

 0.12×10
-3

 22.07 

        

Table B.1: Performance metrics for the OSC-TVFF reconstructed data sets for all 

combinations of |𝑆| and 𝑐 values. 
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Algorithm 
𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑛  

[𝑚𝑖𝑛. ] 
Δ𝜇̅̅̅̅

𝑅𝑂𝐼 

[𝑐𝑚−1] 
𝜎𝑅𝑂𝐼  

[𝑐𝑚−1] 
∇̅𝑅𝑂𝐼  

[𝑐𝑚−1/𝑚𝑚] 
Δ̅𝑅𝑂𝐼 

 [𝑐𝑚−1] 
𝑑𝑅𝑂𝐼  
[𝑚𝑚] 

Control (FDK) 
0.6 

0.1219 0.48×10
-3

 2.87×10
-3

 - 21.43 

FDK 0.1221 0.54×10
-3

 4.66×10
-3

 0.17×10
-3

 20.39 

OSC-TV
RR

       

|𝑆| 𝑐  

     

[137..9] 

0.001 

22.2 

0.1215 2.57×10
-3

 39.17×10
-3

 1.71×10
-3

 29.74 

0.005 0.1215 1.92×10
-3

 18.52×10
-3

 0.87×10
-3

 22.27 

0.01 0.1215 1.55×10
-3

 12.42×10
-3

 0.64×10
-3

 21.89 

0.05 0.1216 1.14×10
-3

 8.12×10
-3

 0.45×10
-3

 21.93 

0.1 0.1219 0.77×10
-3

 5.12×10
-3

 0.30×10
-3

 22.13 

[69..4] 

0.001 

12.6 

0.1218 1.95×10
-3

 31.96×10
-3

 1.21×10
-3

 26.88 

0.005 0.1217 1.40×10
-3

 13.32×10
-3

 0.61×10
-3

 20.34 

0.01 0.1217 1.16×10
-3

 9.07×10
-3

 0.49×10
-3

 21.12 

0.05 0.1217 0.92×10
-3

 6.15×10
-3

 0.36×10
-3

 21.15 

0.1 0.1218 0.70×10
-3

 4.19×10
-3

 0.25×10
-3

 21.79 

[32..2] 

0.001 

7.5 

0.1217 2.13×10
-3

 27.83×10
-3

 1.15×10
-3

 26.81 

0.005 0.1218 1.71×10
-3

 15.39×10
-3

 0.79×10
-3

 21.88 

0.01 0.1217 1.54×10
-3

 12.65×10
-3

 0.69×10
-3

 21.93 

0.05 0.1217 1.27×10
-3

 9.21×10
-3

 0.56×10
-3

 21.93 

0.1 0.1217 0.99×10
-3

 6.49×10
-3

 0.43×10
-3

 21.93 

[10..2] 

0.001 

5.3 

0.1223 1.32×10
-3

 17.32×10
-3

 0.79×10
-3

 23.91 

0.005 0.1222 0.99×10
-3

 8.33×10
-3

 0.50×10
-3

 21.04 

0.01 0.1221 0.86×10
-3

 6.20×10
-3

 0.39×10
-3

 20.42 

0.05 0.1220 0.76×10
-3

 4.80×10
-3

 0.30×10
-3

 20.38 

0.1 0.1219 0.66×10
-3

 3.86×10
-3

 0.23×10
-3

 21.12 

        

Table B.2: Performance metrics for the OSC-TV
RR

 reconstructed data sets for all 

combinations of |𝑆| and 𝑐 values. 
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Algorithm 
𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑛  

[𝑚𝑖𝑛. ] 
Δ𝜇̅̅̅̅

𝑅𝑂𝐼 

[𝑐𝑚−1] 
𝜎𝑅𝑂𝐼  

[𝑐𝑚−1] 
∇̅𝑅𝑂𝐼  

[𝑐𝑚−1/𝑚𝑚] 
Δ̅𝑅𝑂𝐼 

[𝑐𝑚−1] 
𝑑𝑅𝑂𝐼  
[𝑚𝑚] 

Control (FDK) 
0.6 

0.1219 0.48×10
-3

 2.87×10
-3

 - 21.43 

FDK 0.1221 0.54×10
-3

 4.66×10
-3

 0.17×10
-3

 20.39 

OSC-TVFF
RR       

|𝑆| 𝑐  

     

[137..9] 

0.001 

43.2 

0.1212 3.45×10
-3

 43.52×10
-3

 1.75×10
-3

 26.83 

0.005 0.1211 3.20×10
-3

 32.01×10
-3

 1.47×10
-3

 21.93 

0.01 0.1210 3.01×10
-3

 28.89×10
-3

 1.38×10
-3

 21.93 

0.05 0.1215 1.87×10
-3

 14.42×10
-3

 0.86×10
-3

 23.25 

0.1 0.1220 0.73×10
-3

 4.47×10
-3

 0.34×10
-3

 22.34 

[69..4] 

0.001 

24.4 

0.1214 3.25×10
-3

 37.69×10
-3

 1.58×10
-3

 19.14 

0.005 0.1213 3.15×10
-3

 32.67×10
-3

 1.49×10
-3

 21.12 

0.01 0.1212 3.01×10
-3

 30.41×10
-3

 1.43×10
-3

 21.18 

0.05 0.1214 2.16×10
-3

 17.48×10
-3

 1.05×10
-3

 23.15 

0.1 0.1219 1.14×10
-3

 7.60×10
-3

 0.54×10
-3

 23.08 

[32..2] 

0.001 

14.5 

0.1213 3.19×10
-3

 31.66×10
-3

 1.59×10
-3

 21.83 

0.005 0.1212 3.13×10
-3

 29.36×10
-3

 1.54×10
-3

 21.93 

0.01 0.1212 3.07×10
-3

 28.35×10
-3

 1.51×10
-3

 21.93 

0.05 0.1213 2.56×10
-3

 21.07×10
-3

 1.29×10
-3

 23.55 

0.1 0.1216 1.96×10
-3

 14.13×10
-3

 1.01×10
-3

 23.84 

[10..2] 

0.001 

10.2 

0.1221 1.93×10
-3

 17.60×10
-3

 1.05×10
-3

 21.09 

0.005 0.1220 1.88×10
-3

 14.70×10
-3

 0.97×10
-3

 21.12 

0.01 0.1219 1.84×10
-3

 13.88×10
-3

 0.93×10
-3

 21.12 

0.05 0.1219 1.57×10
-3

 10.62×10
-3

 0.76×10
-3

 21.98 

0.1 0.1220 1.25×10
-3

 8.18×10
-3

 0.60×10
-3

 23.30 

        

Table B.3: Performance metrics for the OSC-TVFF
RR

 reconstructed data sets for all 

combinations of |𝑆| and 𝑐 values. 
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𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑛  
[𝑚𝑖𝑛. ] 

Δ𝜇̅̅̅̅
𝑅𝑂𝐼 

[𝑐𝑚−1] 
𝜎𝑅𝑂𝐼  

[𝑐𝑚−1] 
∇̅𝑅𝑂𝐼  

[𝑐𝑚−1/𝑚𝑚] 
Δ̅𝑅𝑂𝐼  

[𝑐𝑚−1] 
𝑑𝑅𝑂𝐼  
[𝑚𝑚] 

Control (FDK) 
0.6 

0.1219 0.48×10
-3

 2.87×10
-3

 - 10.71 

FDK 0.1221 0.54×10
-3

 4.66×10
-3

 0.17×10
-3

 10.20 

OSC-TVFF       

|𝑆| / 𝑐 𝑛  

     
|𝑆|  = 

[10. .2] 
 

𝑐 = 0.01 

5 5.1 0.1215 0.61×10
-3

 3.43×10
-3

 0.22×10
-3

 20.32 

10 9.4 0.1217 0.52×10
-3

 2.28×10
-3

 0.11×10
-3

 20.54 

15 13.9 0.1218 0.51×10
-3

 2.19×10
-3

 0.09×10
-3

 20.54 

20 18.4 0.1218 0.51×10
-3

 2.01×10
-3

 0.09×10
-3

 20.52 

25 22.7 0.1219 0.50×10
-3

 1.96×10
-3

 0.08×10
-3

 20.44 
        

 Table B.4: Performance metrics for the OSC-TVFF reconstructed data sets for 

|𝑆|  = [10. .2] and 𝑐 = 0.01, with all tested number of iterations, 𝑛. 

  

𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑛  
[𝑚𝑖𝑛. ] 

Δ𝜇̅̅̅̅
𝑅𝑂𝐼 

[𝑐𝑚−1] 
𝜎𝑅𝑂𝐼  

[𝑐𝑚−1] 
∇̅𝑅𝑂𝐼  

[𝑐𝑚−1/𝑚𝑚] 
Δ̅𝑅𝑂𝐼  

[𝑐𝑚−1] 
𝑑𝑅𝑂𝐼  
[𝑚𝑚] 

Control (FDK) 
0.6 

0.1219 0.48×10
-3

 2.87×10
-3

 - 10.71 

FDK 0.1221 0.54×10
-3

 4.66×10
-3

 0.17×10
-3

 10.20 

OSC-TV
RR

 
 

     

|𝑆| / 𝑐 𝑛 

     
|𝑆|  = 

[10. .2] 
 

𝑐 = 0.05 

5 3.1 0.1221 1.07×10
-3

 8.35×10
-3

 0.56×10
-3

 21.12 

10 5.3 0.1220 0.76×10
-3

 4.80×10
-3

 0.30×10
-3

 20.68 

15 7.4 0.1219 0.61×10
-3

 3.30×10
-3

 0.19×10
-3

 20.93 

20 9.7 0.1219 0.54×10
-3

 2.49×10
-3

 0.13×10
-3

 20.98 

25 12.0 0.1219 0.51×10
-3

 2.05×10
-3

 0.10×10
-3

 21.09 
        

 Table B.5: Performance metrics for the OSC-TV
RR

 reconstructed data sets for 

|𝑆|  = [10. .2] and 𝑐 = 0.05, with all tested number of iterations, 𝑛. 

  

𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑛  
[𝑚𝑖𝑛. ] 

Δ𝜇̅̅̅̅
𝑅𝑂𝐼 

[𝑐𝑚−1] 
𝜎𝑅𝑂𝐼  

[𝑐𝑚−1] 
∇̅𝑅𝑂𝐼  

[𝑐𝑚−1/𝑚𝑚] 
Δ̅𝑅𝑂𝐼  

[𝑐𝑚−1] 
𝑑𝑅𝑂𝐼  
[𝑚𝑚] 

Control (FDK) 
0.6 

0.1219 0.48×10
-3

 2.87×10
-3

 - 10.71 

FDK 0.1221 0.54×10
-3

 4.66×10
-3

 0.17×10
-3

 10.20 

OSC-TVFF
RR 

 
     

|𝑆| / 𝑐 𝑛 

     
|𝑆|  = 

[10. .2] 
 

𝑐 = 0.01 

5 5.6 0.1220 2.10×10
-3

 16.50×10
-3

 1.26×10
-3

 22.03 

10 10.2 0.1219 1.84×10
-3

 13.88×10
-3

 0.93×10
-3

 21.12 

15 14.6 0.1218 1.68×10
-3

 12.09×10
-3

 0.78×10
-3

 21.12 

20 19.1 0.1218 1.54×10
-3

 10.69×10
-3

 0.68×10
-3

 21.12 

25 23.7 0.1219 1.37×10
-3

 9.15×10
-3

 0.58×10
-3

 21.19 
        

 Table B.6: Performance metrics for the OSC-TVFF
RR

 reconstructed data sets for 

|𝑆|  = [10. .2] and 𝑐 = 0.05, with all tested number of iterations, 𝑛. 
  


